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ABSTRACT
While on the Internet, users participate in many systems designed to protect their information’s
security. Protection of the user’s information can depend on several technical properties, including
transparency, trust, and privacy. Preserving these properties is challenging due to the scale and
distributed nature of the Internet; no single actor has control over these features. Instead, the
systems are designed to provide them, even in the face of attackers. However, it is possible to utilize
Internet measurement to better defend transparency, trust, and privacy. Internet measurement allows
observation of many behaviors of distributed, Internet-connected systems. These new observations
can be used to better defend the system they measure.
In this dissertation, I explore four contexts in which Internet measurement can be used to the
aid of end-users in Internet-centric, adversarial settings. First, I improve transparency into Internet
censorship practices by developing new Internet measurement techniques. Then, I use Internet
measurement to enable the deployment of end-to-middle censorship circumvention techniques
to a half-million users. Next, I evaluate transparency and improve trust in the Web public-key
infrastructure by combining Internet measurement techniques and using them to augment core
components of the Web public-key infrastructure. Finally, I evaluate browser extensions that provide
privacy to users on the web, providing insight for designers and simple recommendations for
end-users.
Thesis Statement. By focusing on end-user concerns in widely deployed systems critical to
end-user security and privacy, Internet measurement enables improvements to transparency, trust,
and privacy.
xiv
CHAPTER I
Introduction
With the rapid adoption and spread of the Internet, computers and the Internet have become
indispensable to society. In many parts of the world, very little business is done without some use
of the Internet. The Internet contains an expansive collection of human knowledge and enables
communication that was unthinkable a few decades ago. Social networks play a role in how people
interact with each other. The systems that constitute the Internet as we know it are massive and
critical to daily life.
Unfortunately, large systems that do not consider a person’s agency can treat that person poorly.
Perhaps unsurprisingly due to the importance of the Internet, this can be a challenge for systems
built on the Internet. Users are tracked and have personal information inferred. Often this happens
without asking the user, and when the user is asked, the models of consent do not hold up to
scrutiny [197]. What information users access is shaped by these inferences and governments in
unaccountable ways.
Three of the technical properties that enable user agency are transparency, trust, and privacy.
Transparency allows the user to observe the actions of the system so that they may understand the
impacts of their behavior. Trust allows the user to control the parties that have a privileged position
in acting as their agent or providing them information. Privacy allows the user to make choices
freely and can be defined as a choice of when to be observed. Each of these technical properties
enable user decision making.
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When a system is Internet-based, several concerns are amplified. The scope of the system can
grow almost arbitrarily, and beyond the intent of its creator [28]. Whether a system is designed
to help or harm particular users is not as important as its emergent behavior. In this way, Internet
measurement is a singularly useful tool to gain information about Internet-based systems; it analyzes
precisely what the system is currently doing. This information can be shared directly, used to assert
axioms of the system’s design, or help users blend into a crowd.
In this dissertation, I explore the use of Internet measurement for system transparency, trust,
and privacy through four case studies. First, I explore the application of Internet measurement to
Internet censorship to provide transparency to a deliberately opaque practice. Second, I further
explore Internet censorship and the use of Internet measurement in aiding censorship circumvention.
Third, I apply Internet measurement to the evaluation of Web tracker-blocking to produce easily
digestible recommendations and advice for privacy-enhancing tool designers. Fourth, I use multiple
perspectives of Internet measurement to illuminate the extent of transparency in HTTPS certificates,
improving transparency for the average website administrator and providing insight for improving
Internet measurement.
1.1 Measuring Internet Censorship
Internet censorship is a phenomenon that has been studied from multiple perspectives, technical
and non-technical, in recent years [6,14,15,35,38,41,44,46,78,113,120,132,156,157,193,208,222].
At its core, a user attempts to use services outside of its network that the network operator does
not want to be used. This phenomenon is often discussed in the more specific context of citizens
attempting to visit websites or parts of the Internet that the government forbids. Governments
don’t disclose what they are blocking, and often provide only vague descriptions of what is being
censored [90]. This leads to self-censorship and an inability for users to engage in an informed
discussion on the policy.
In recent years, measurement of censorship has developed techniques that no longer rely
on an extensive network of in-country volunteers to maintain censorship probes [75]. Rather,
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researchers developed techniques that make use of existing network infrastructure to measure
censorship [69,161,162,180]. I identified a simple technique to measure commonly used application-
layer censorship that takes advantage of legacy services online on the Internet today. This technique,
combined with simple heuristics, is able to identify national-level censorship in practice.
This study included the largest test list of web sites for the purpose of detecting censorship,
testing 100,000 web sites across 40 countries. Additionally, we tested a smaller list of sensitive
domains across 82 countries, and were able to quantify and provide qualitative descriptions of
censorship to support ONI and Freedom House reports. This technique, and its evolution in future
work, provide one of the key technical aspects of Censored Planet, a longitudinal censorship
measurement platform. Censored Planet, and the transparency it provides, were important in the
discussion surrounding Kazakhstan’s recent deployment of censorship tools. Users and stakeholders
in the system alike can simply look at a list of blocked domains retrieved using these tools, rather
than trusting the censoring countries’ claims about what they are censoring and why.
1.2 Measuring to Circumvent Censorship
Deployment of censorship circumvention tools can benefit from Internet measurement tech-
niques. At time of writing, the first continuous deployment of Refraction Networking, a next
generation censorship circumvention technique, is available and being used by users in censored
countries. In order to deploy this technique, a key step was to discover which websites may be used
to provide plausible deniability for users in each country based upon our deployment and network
conditions. To provide this list, we must understand which extant websites place our deployed
network appliance on path between a typical user in a censoring country and an uncensored website.
In order to do this we use Internet measurement.
We tested a deployment in the spring of 2017 on a trial basis, which I present the results
of. Over a single week, 50,000 unique daily users were able to access the Internet through our
deployment, which has translated to over 100,000 daily users in our current deployment. This led
to our continuous deployment with 500,000 users that we are operating, and has been up for 18
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consecutive months. During our continuous operation, we have observed that during censorship
events our system is relied more heavily upon by users. This shows promise for Refraction
Networking’s use as a more trustworthy fallback technique, to keep users online during censorship
events.
1.3 Measuring Web Tracking Evasion
Web tracking is a system in which end-users are often unwitting participants [39, 142, 194, 213].
Third-parties are requested in the background when users visit web pages and these third parties
share that information further still, all while building a profile of each user. Users have varied
degrees of discomfort with this, depending especially on what sorts of inferences the trackers make,
medical and religious information being most sensitive [52] Several browser extensions have been
created to help preserve user privacy, and privacy advocates often recommend them [121]. However,
researchers lacked quantitative justification for specific recommendations of which tools to install
and an understanding of why that tool worked better.
In this study, I first develop a platform for evaluating web tracking across a top-million site
list. This is larger than prior work that focused on third-party information sharing, and required
a more accurate model of the tools that would block web tracking. I used analysis of blocking
extension performance, their performance without Acceptable Ads programs enabled, and qualitative
descriptors of the extensions to identify which factors were indicators of the strongest tools.
From these experiments, we now know that organizational mission is the strongest indicator of
an extension’s efficacy. Users have good reason to mistrust ad blockers’ incidental claims to privacy
benefits and should focus on privacy-first tools. Developers of these tools also can learn that a focus
on high-impact targets will provide more benefit to users at lower cost than expansive block-lists.
1.4 Measuring the Certificate Ecosystem
The last system I measure in this dissertation is the HTTPS certificate ecosystem. Encryption
has become more popular as a default means of protecting information transmitted over the Internet,
and on the Web that encryption is rooted in certificates. More specifically, a website proves its
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identity to users by providing cryptographic proof, a certificate, that its identity a trusted third
party verifies. One common way this system fails is the misissuance of these certificates by the
trusted third parties: someone other than the operator of example.com obtaining a certificate for
example.com [11]. Such a failure undermines the security of a website when the website operator
does not know such a thing has happened.
In this study, I analyze the HTTPS certificate ecosystem from a variety of perspectives, providing
the most complete view of all certificates to date. This involved developing new scanning method-
ologies, i.e. zonefile scanning and CT domain scanning, and comparing passive measurements from
the ICSI Notary [13] to a diverse set of scanning methodologies for the first time. We also merged
all results from our techniques into ongoing public data sets.
This has helped the average website administrator more easily and completely monitor for
misissued certificates, as well as protect that same administrator from errantly issuing certificates.
Beyond helping just system administrators, this also helped researchers in Internet measurement
better understand the biases in their methodology to help them better serve system administrators.
This helps improve the Web’s roots of trust.
Thesis Statement. By focusing on end-user concerns in widely deployed systems critical to
end-user security and privacy, Internet measurement enables improvements to transparency, trust,
and privacy.
Structure. In this dissertation, I demonstrated this by exploring Internet censorship, Web tracker-
blocking, and the certificate ecosystem. In Chapters II & III, I explore the application of Internet
measurement to Internet censorship, both in providing transparency to a deliberately opaque
practice and in aiding censorship circumvention. In Chapter IV, I apply Internet measurement to the
evaluation of Web tracker-blocking to produce easily digestible recommendations for laypeople and
advice for privacy-enhancing tool designers. In Chapter V, I use multiple perspectives of Internet
measurement to illuminate the extent of transparency in HTTPS certificates, improving transparency
for the average website administrator, providing insight for improving Internet measurement. Finally,
in Chapter VI I draw conclusions from these case studies and look forward to potential uses of
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Internet measurement for the direct benefit of end users.
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CHAPTER II
Measurement of Application-Layer Censorship
Censorship, as practiced today, is at odds with transparency. A censor’s primary goal is to restrict
information entering the network under their control and reaching their end users. Furthermore, this
is not the only information censors restrict. Censors also restrict the targets of censorship, leading
to self-censorship and restricted debate over the practice. The goal of free and open communication
on the Internet is held back by a lack of insight into the practices of censors.
Our work’s goal is to provide additional insight into censorship practices in a robust, safe, and
scalable way. In particular, we look to develop a novel remote measurement technique that detects
the last unmeasured censorship technique: application-layer censorship. This technique makes
use of existing infrastructure, echo servers, removing the need for user recruitment and improving
reliability. We show significant improvements in scale over prior art and validate heuristics that
allow for assessment of censorship at a state-level.
This technique has been integrated into the Censored Planet project [35]. As a result of this
inclusion, our technique is continuously being used to monitor the deployment of censorship. This
proved useful when application-layer techniques were deployed in Kazakhstan in July 2019 [60].
Censored Planet’s data, particularly the data derived from our technique, provided information about
the composition of block-lists deployed by Kazakhstan. Information like this helped the public
debate and led to major browsers taking steps to mitigate their censorship technique [209].
This chapter is adapted from a joint publication that first appeared at the Proceedings of the 27th
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USENIX Security Symposium (Sec’18) [200].
2.1 Introduction
Governments often keep specific targets of censorship secret, in order to avoid public account-
ability or to increase fear and uncertainty [90]. We must measure censorship to gain insights into
the deployment of network interference technologies, policy changes in censoring nations, and
the targets of interference. Making opaque censorship more transparent illuminates this emerging
practice.
Implementing global censorship measurement continues to be a challenging problem. Today,
the most common way to characterize censorship uses in-country volunteers to host network
probes, such as OONI [75], or to provide anecdotes about what seems to be blocked to monitoring
organizations. Both are challenging to scale while providing frequent insight into all vantage points.
Moreover, both rely on human volunteers. For individuals living under repressive or secretive
government controls, cooperating with security researchers has substantial risks.
An emerging body of work addresses these problems by using existing protocols and infrastruc-
ture to remotely measure network interference. Such approaches have been effective in measuring
DNS poisoning [162, 180] and for detecting interference in TCP/IP-connectivity between remote
machines [69, 161]. There has not yet been a global, remote method for detecting another broadly
deployed censorship technique: application-layer censorship.
Application-layer censorship has become increasingly important with the rise of content delivery
networks (CDNs). CDNs use a small number of network entry-points for a large number of
customers, resulting in sizable collateral damage to IP-based blocking techniques. When an
adversary wishes to block some, but not all, of these sites, they must look into the content of
requests and understand the HTTP or HTTPS headers to determine which site is being requested.
This form of blocking is prevalent and effective, but it is not captured by measurements of either
DNS or IP connectivity.
In this chapter, we introduce Quack, the first remote censorship measurement technique that
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efficiently detects application-layer blocking. Like other remote measurement approaches, we make
use of existing internet infrastructure. We rely on servers running protocols that allow the client
to send and reflect arbitrary data. This behavior is present in several common protocols, such as
in the TLS Heartbeat Extension [181], Telnet servers supporting the “echo” option [165], FTP
servers allowing anonymous read and write [183], and the Echo protocol [164]. After identifying
compatible servers with scanning, we reflect packets that are crafted to trigger DPI policies. We
aggregate instances of reliably detected disruption to identify what and where blocking occurs.
The bulk of our measurements use the RFC 862 Echo Protocol [164]. Echo was introduced
in the early 1980s as a network testing tool. Servers accept connections on TCP port 7 and send
back the data they receive, making the protocol easy to scan for and to validate expected responses.
We find that the public IPv4 address space contains over 50,000 distinct echo servers, providing
measurement vantage points in 196 countries and territories. We design and evaluate an echo-based
measurement system to test over 500 domain-server pairs per second. The echo protocol also
allows us to understand the importance of directionality, cases where blocking is only triggered by
messages leaving a region.
The efficiency of our technique allows us to measure application-layer blocking in new detail.
We first test 1,000 sensitive domains from our 50,000 vantage points around the world—taking
just 28 hours. We find anomalously elevated rates of interference in 11 countries. Each of these
countries is reported as restricting web freedoms by Freedom House [78]. We then consider a larger
set of keywords in the 40 countries with more than 100 vantage points. We test 100,000 domains, a
significantly larger corpus than can be efficiently enumerated by previous techniques. From these
experiments, we observe elevated rates of interference for specific domains in 7 countries. These
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique for gaining a fine-grained view of
application-level blocking policy across time, space, and content.
Application-layer blocking and deep packet inspection is meant to limit access to targeted
content. However, our measurements show evidence of implementation bugs introducing collateral
damage. For instance, a health and wellness website is blocked in Iran because it shares part of its
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name with a circumvention tool. Other websites with similar content remain available.
By dynamically and continuously test application-layer blocking at global scale, Quack can
reveal both deliberately and incidentally blocked websites that have not previously been enumerated.
The source code is available online at https://censoredplanet.org/projects/quack.html.
2.2 Related Work
The phenomenon of network censorship first gained notoriety in 2002, when Zittrain et al. [222]
investigated keyword-based filtering in China. This initial investigation focused on understanding
policy, based off of a single snapshot of content blocking by a single entity.
Both detection and circumvention of censorship remain active problems. Many studies are based
on in-country vantage points such as volunteer machines or VPNs, or are one-time and country-
specific measurement projects such as studies on Thailand [82], China [41], Iran [15], or Syria [38].
These direct measurements have shown how different countries use different censorship mechanisms
such as the injection of fake DNS replies [14], the blocking of TCP/IP connections [208], and
HTTP-level blocking [46, 113]. Our measurements are also one-time; however our technique
considerably reduces the cost of longitudinal measurement of censorship.
2.2.1 Application-layer Blocking
Many measurement systems measure lists of keywords to test for censorship. In the context of
the web, domain names are commonly used as a proxy for services, and are typically drawn either
from lists of popular global domains [9], or from curated lists of potentially sensitive domains [40].
Our system uses both of these sources to maximize our comparability, and to test over a sufficiently
large corpus.
Detection of keywords more broadly has made use of corpora extracted from observed content
deletion, along with NLP and active probing to refine accuracy [45, 81, 220]. Previous systems
determining such keywords have largely focused on individual countries and services, especially
related to Chinese social media such as Weibo and TOM-Skype [44, 120, 132].
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2.2.2 Direct Measurement Systems
Since censorship policies change over time, researchers have focused on developing platforms to
run continuous censorship measurements. One notable platform is Tor project’s Open Observatory
of Network Interference (OONI) [189], which performs an ongoing set of censorship measurement
tests from the vantage points of volunteer participants [75]. By running direct measurements, OONI
tests are harder for an adversarial network to specifically target. However, these platforms cannot
easily certify that it was not the adversary themselves that contributed measurements in an effort
to confound results. Moreover, OONI has a smaller number of vantage points, compared to our
technique.
2.2.3 Remote Measurement Systems
Academic measurement projects have recently renewed their focus on remote measurement
of DNS poisoning [162, 180] and TCP/IP connectivity disruptions [161]. Our system extends this
broad strategy to detect application-layer disruption. Our approach provides a uniquely detailed
view of the trigger and implementation of interference. We can answer which direction of which
packet or keyword was the trigger, and whether interference is implemented through packet injection
or dropping. This level of detail is not possible in existing DNS or IP-level side channels.
2.2.4 Investigations of DPI Policies
Deep packet inspection (DPI) and application-level disruption have become standard practice
online [51]. Asghari et al. [16] find support for their hypothesis that nations pursing censorship
are likely to push deployment of DPI technology. OONI reports on DPI-based censorship in 12
countries with identified vendors, and the Tor project has faced DPI-based blocking in at least 7
countries [6].
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2.3 Our Measurement System
2.3.1 Design Goals
Quack is designed to track the use and behavior of deep packet inspection. We focus on four
goals:
Detection: Since the specific triggers and behavior of DPI systems are varied and opaque, Quack
focuses on detecting when keywords are blocked and the what technical methods are employed. It
does not focus on uncovering application-specific grammars.
Safety: Quack is designed to run from a single vantage point, with a goal of worldwide coverage
without the need to engage end users to help measure their networks. Instead, our design focuses
on the use of existing network infrastructure, in this case echo servers, where the existing protocol
reflects network interference information while minimizing risk to end-users.
Robustness: Our system must distinguish unrelated network activity such as sporadic packet loss or
other systematic errors that only become apparent at scale from network interference. This goal is
achieved by retrying upon indication of failed tests.
Scalability: We aim to accurately measure the phenomenon of keyword blocking on a global scale
with minimal cost. This objective is achieved by daily scans for active echo servers, which provide
us with coverage of an average of 3,716 autonomous systems daily.
2.3.2 System Design
The Echo Protocol We chose to focus initial measurements on the Echo Protocol. The Echo
Protocol, as defined in RFC862 in 1983 by J. Postel, is a network debugging service, predating
ICMP Ping. The RFC states, in its entirety:
A very useful debugging and measurement tool is an echo service. An echo service simply
sends back to the originating source any data it receives.
TCP Based Echo Service: One echo service is defined as a connection based application on
TCP. A server listens for TCP connections on TCP port 7. Once a connection is established any
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data received is sent back. This continues until the calling user terminates the connection.
UDP Based Echo Service: Another echo service is defined as a datagram based application on
UDP. A server listens for UDP datagrams on UDP port 7. When a datagram is received, the
data from it is sent back in an answering datagram.
There are many active echo servers around the world, including countries known to use DPI.
Our vantage points are detailed in Section 2.4.1.
We use echo servers for their defined purpose: measuring transport reliability. We gain additional
information about the nature of any unreliability by varying the transport-layer data and observing
differences in the network’s behavior. This affords us insight into the nuanced network perspectives
of remote hosts, contributing to the exposure of national censorship policies.
We take advantage of three features of echo that lend themselves to our purposes. First, the
protocol has a well defined response to every request, which makes the classification of abnormal
responses trivial. Second, due to the ability to send arbitrary binary data, we can test censorship of
any application-layer protocol that utilizes TCP or UDP as its transport protocol. In this chapter, we
focus on HTTP and HTTPS. Finally, because echo servers reflect content back to our measurement
machine, we are able to also detect censorship in the outbound direction, and differentiate it from
censorship triggered by our inbound request. Direction-sensitive interference is a known capability
of modern DPI boxes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the Echo Protocol in the absence of noise.
If, unlike in Figure 2.1, the middlebox injects a non-RST response to the echo server, we are
still able to observe the interference. In fact, we are able to see the injected message because the
echo server will echo the content it observes back to our measurement machine.
We note that echo is not the only protocol that can be used for this technique. We focus on it
here because it provides a clear signal, but more scale can be achieved by extending measurements
to any other protocol where an expected response will occur when client probes are sent.
Defining A Trial We call an individual transaction with a remote server a trial. A trial is conducted
with a single server, using a single keyword, and with a single application protocol containing
that keyword. For example, consider example.com as a keyword wrapped within the format of an
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Ec ho Server Targetting Technique StatusTCP/IP layer Augur In deploymentDNS layer Aletheia In deploymentHTTP/TLS Echo In progressIPv6, Mobile network ---- BrainstormingTCP HandshakeGET https://google.comGET https://google.comRST RSTM easurement Machine Figure 2.1: Echo Protocol—The Echo Protocol, when properly performed, is a simple exchangebetween the client and server where the server’s response is identical to the client’s request. In theexample above, the censoring middlebox ignores the client’s inbound request, but reacts to the theecho server’s response, injecting RST packets and terminating the TCP connection.HTTP/1.1 request.During a trial, we initialize a connection to the server and send it the formatted keyword. Weread the response, and pause for a short period. Finally, we send a short, innocuous payload to verifythat the connection remains active. If the server responds the connection is closed successfully, weconsider the trial a success.The pause is necessary to allow injected RSTs by interference technology to reach either host inthe connection. This gives us the ability to directly identify that an interfering network is attempting
to exploit a race condition via a Man-on-the-Side deployment. By verifying that the connection is
still open after the keyword is sent, we ensure that there is not asymmetric interference occurring, in
which the interfering network closes the connection or begins dropping packets to our measurement
machine.
Test Phases The Echo Protocol enables trivial disambiguation between correct and incorrect
responses, but distinguishing noise from network interference requires additional effort. The
Internet is by definition best-effort, and therefore even in the face of no interference, there will
be failed connections with echo servers. Additionally, interference technologies are themselves
imperfect, meaning that some trials will be successful even when the data is typically disallowed,
for example when the DPI boxes are overloaded [70].
Quack is designed to extract meaningful signal from the noisiness of the network. We think
about this as validating signs of failure through additional measurements, but there is a trade-off:
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Not retrying would lead to many false positives, resulting in an inflated rate of interference. On
the other hand, many retries increase false negatives as sensitive connections slip past interference
technology and are categorized as successful. We choose to be conservative in our designation of
interference, designing our system to minimize false positives by retrying failures several times.
Our implementation designates a “test” as the repeated trial of a particular server and keyword.
A test proceeds in three phases, as shown in Figure 2.2:
Retry Phase First, we run a trial with the keyword and retry if it fails. We end the test as soon as
we have a successful trial, and declare the test a success. We expect interference to be sparse. For
example, the highest failure rate we observed when testing sensitive keywords in a country known
to implement interference was 2.2% of tests not ending in success after the first trial. We allowed
up to 5 retries in our experiments.
Control Phase After five trials have failed, we progress to the Control Phase. In the Control Phase,
we trial an innocuous keyword. If the server successfully completes this trial, we conclude that the
five previous failures were due to network interference. If the control keyword fails, we proceed to
the final phase. In our experiments, we use example.com as our control keyword.
Delayed Phase Finally, we account for stateful disruption. This is observed, for example, in
China [212]. We test for this behavior by performing another innocuous trial after a delay. If this
trial succeeds, we classify the keyword as sensitive. If it fails, we mark the test as No Result. This
may occur if the echo server becomes unresponsive during our test.
We use a two minute delay determined empirically. Knowing that some middleboxes perform
stateful blocking, we test every server in censoring countries with an HTTP request for the most
commonly censored domain in that country. Then, we attempt to reconnect every 10 seconds with
an innocuous payload until we succeed. The resulting distribution in Figure 2.3 shows 120 seconds
is a sufficient delay.
These steps ensure that Quack is robust and can distinguish unrelated network activity, such as
sporadic packet loss and other systematic errors, from deliberate forms of network interference.
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Figure 2.2: Test Control Flow—A single test using an echo server is performed by following this
diagram. The most common path is also the fastest, in which an echo server responds correctly to
the first request and the test is marked as Not Blocked. If the server never responds correctly, the
experiment is considered a failure and we do not use the test in our evaluation.
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Figure 2.3: Persistent Interference Duration—We use echo servers in all countries we observe
censorship to empirically measure the length of time interference occurs after a censorship event has
been triggered. Roughly half of the servers responded correctly to our request within 60 seconds.
By 100 seconds, 99.9% responded correctly. We therefore choose two minutes as a safe delay in the
Delay Phase.
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Classifying Interference Although we conduct multiple trials within a test, false positive tests
can still occur. We do not categorize a single failed test as interference, since it could be due to
temporary routing issues or other transient failure. Even if the test is representative of policy, we
wish to differentiate interference that is occurring at a local level, such as a corporate firewall, from
that implemented at a national or regional level. To address both of these, we consider all tests in
a country, comparing keywords by the rate of tests yielding a Blocked result. This allows us to
observe the phenomenon of blocking at a country level.
This last layer of aggregation is formed by calculating a “blocking rate” for each keyword-
country pair, equal to the number of tests classified as Blocked divided by the number classified as
either Blocked or Not Blocked. Effectively, this removes No Results from our analysis. Prior work
that has looked at failure rates aggregated across servers has required a minimum number of trials in
an aggregated group to report on the blocking rate for that group [180]. We follow this convention,
as it is consistent with our design goal of Robustness. Selecting a threshold for the number of
experiments that is too low reduces our confidence, while selecting a threshold that is too high
excludes more countries. Upon manual inspection of the number of servers in countries reported
to perform blocking, we determine 15 as threshold that balances Robustness and the inclusion of
anecdotally blocking countries. In Section 2.5.1, we validate the countries in which we observe
widespread censorship using external evidence.
Due to No Result tests and echo servers churning out of our test set, the keyword blocking rates
in a given country have many possible values. To approximate the probability density function of the
keyword blocking rates in a country, we count the number of blocking rates in n even intervals over
[0,1], where n is configurable. Having this approximated distribution in each country of keyword
blocking rates lets us consider each keyword’s failures in the context of the country’s noise. We can
also categorize each country based on its distribution.
When there is no blocking, we assume Blocking events due to noise are independent and only
occur with very small probability. We confirm this in Section 2.5.1. Since the probability of failure
due to noise is so small, given our redundancy in each test, we would expect that our approximated
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distribution of the blocking rates be monotonic in the case that there is no blocking. In our control
experiments with no expected interference in Section 2.5.1, we find all distributions to be monotonic,
and we empirically find the blocking rate to be 0.01%.
We mark interference in countries whose distribution of keyword blocking rate is not monotonic.
More precisely, we say that the keywords whose blocking rates are in the interval that breaks the
monotonic trend and those keywords with higher blocking rates experience interference in that
country.
We considered several trade-offs when choosing the number of intervals, n. We do not want an
n larger than the minimum number of tests per keyword, 15, because this could cause consecutive
numbers of blocking results to be in the same interval, creating an artifact in the distribution.
However, we want as many buckets as possible, so that our smoothing does not remove too much of
the detail of the distribution. To balance these concerns, we use n= 15 buckets consistently for the
rest of our analysis.
We implement a system in Go 1.6, utilizing light-weight threads for parallelism. We restrict
ourselves to one concurrent request per echo server, to restrict load on the echo server, and at most
2000 total concurrent requests. Our test server was able to process 550 requests per second and has
a quad-core Intel E3–1230 v5 CPU, 16 GB of RAM, and a gigabit Ethernet uplink.
While we initially ran tests with our measurement machine source port set to 80, in order to
appear more similar to real HTTP connections, we found no difference in our results while using
an ephemeral source port. Using an ephemeral source port also allowed us to follow standard
conventions and to host an abuse website on the standard HTTP port of our measurement machine.
2.4 Experimentation
2.4.1 Echo Server Characterization
In order to better understand any biases inherent in our data, we first characterize the population
of echo servers we make use of in our study.
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2.4.1.1 Discovery
To discover echo servers in diverse subnets and geographic locations, we perform Internet-wide
scans with the ZMap toolchain [59] on the IPv4 address space. We ran daily scans for two months,
between June 1st to July 31st, discovering more than 50,000 echo serves each day.
Upon discovering hosts that respond to our SYN packets on port 7, we initiate connections to
the potential echo servers. We send a randomly generated string and verify that they reply with
an identical string. During our first trial, we find that 57,890 servers reply with the correct string,
over 3,766 ASNs. Many of our experiments take place over the course of a day, so we measure the
coverage of echo servers that reply 24 hours later. We find 92% of ASNs have an echo server that is
online during this second test.
In Table 2.1, we show the number of servers still online after 24 hours, which is significant
because our experiments run over the course of a day. Only those servers that are stable for at least
24 hours will test all keywords in the experiment. We observe that this reduces the diversity of our
coverage, but not significantly, and note that this biases our results towards stable echo servers.
2.4.1.2 Churn
We looked at our daily scans in order to understand how stable echo server IP addresses are over
time. While an average of 17% of echo servers churn away from their IP address within 24 hours,
we observed that 18% were stable and responsive throughout the entire duration of our measurement.
Additionally, the rate at which echo servers churn decelerates, so the first day reports the largest
Server Set IP Addresses /24s ASNs Countries
SYNACK 5,260,118 109,729 6,932 198
Echo 57,890 38,977 3,766 172
Stable (24 hr) 47,276 31,802 3,463 167
Table 2.1: Discovery of Echo Servers—Server discovery is a staged process. A ZMap scan
discovers servers that SYNACK on port 7, but we find that most of these servers will fail to ACK or
will RST when receiving any data. To remove these misbehaving echo servers, we attempt to send
and receive a random string to all SYNACK servers, giving us the set of functioning echo servers.
Of these, 47,276 remained Stable over 24 hours, making them useful for long running experiments.
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Figure 2.4: Echo Server Churn—Only 18% of tested servers were reachable in every observation
over 2 months of daily scans. However, 56% were present in both our first and final scans.
churn rate across the study.
Echo servers not only churn out of the set of IP addresses from a given day—they also churn
back in, as shown in Figure 2.4. While we only observed 18% of echo servers from our first
discovery scan in every daily scan, 56% of echo servers from our first discovery scan were also in
our final scan 61 days later.
2.4.1.3 Identification
To understand the composition of machines running echo servers, we randomly selected 1% of
responding echo servers on July 17, 2017. For this sample, we performed OS detection on each IP
address using Nmap. The most common system families as defined by Nmap are shown in Table 2.2.
There were 56,228 working echo servers on this date. Of the 562 we tested, Nmap identified 463
(82.4%) of the operating systems. Nmap reported a median accuracy of 99% for the identifications.
This test covered 54 countries.
Of the echo servers we scanned with Nmap, 251 (44.7%) had full device labels containing
the words “server”, “router”, or “switch”. Of the remaining echo servers, 70 (12.5%) were Linux,
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and 26 (4.6%) were Windows. The rest were identified as various other systems such as firewalls,
controllers, and embedded systems. In total, 4% of echo servers were given device labels that left
doubt as to whether they were infrastructure machines, because they were identified as non-server
Windows machines, and 2 devices were identified as running Android. It would be infeasible to run
Nmap’s OS detection service against all echo machines, but we do not believe that to be necessary
to safely use all functioning echo servers, as we discuss in Section 2.6.1.
2.4.1.4 Coverage
Echo servers provide us diverse vantage points in a majority of countries. We associate IPs with
autonomous systems using the publicly available Route Views dataset [175], and locate each server
to a country using the MaxMind GeoIP2 service [138].
On average, we observed echo servers in 177 countries. Of these countries, we observe an
average 39 countries with more than one hundred echo servers and 82 countries with more than
fifteen echo servers. This provides insight into a large number of countries.
We compare our method’s coverage with that of the OONI project [75], which enlists volunteers
worldwide to run scans from local devices to measure network disruption. OONI makes this data
public with the consent of the volunteers, but probes do not have unique identifiers; therefore, we
use the of number of distinct autonomous systems per country to estimate coverage.
We compared the number of unique ASes observed for both tests during the week of July 8–15,
2017. As shown in Figure 2.5, echo servers have a much more diverse set of vantage points and
OS Family Echo Servers
Windows 180 (32.0%)
Embedded 139 (24.7%)
Linux 71 (12.6%)
Cisco IOS 38 (6.8%)
Unsuccessful identification 99 (17.6%)
Other 35 (6.2%)
Table 2.2: Identification of Echo Servers—We scanned 562 (1%) echo servers with Nmap’s
operating system detector on July 17, 2017 and found that the most of the echo servers were either
Windows machines or embedded devices, as identified by Nmap. This scan yielded a median
accuracy of 99%.
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over a larger number of countries. During the week of our comparison, OONI data was available
for 113 countries, while echo servers were responsive in 184. Furthermore, the total number of
ASes seen in the echo measurements was nearly an order of magnitude larger than that of OONI:
we observed echo servers in 4458 unique ASes; OONI measures 678. While OONI probes provide
rich measurement for the locations they have access to, our technique providers broader and more
consistent measurements.
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Figure 2.5: Coverage of Autonomous Systems per Country—Echo servers were present in 184
countries with 4458 unique ASes, while OONI probes were in 113 countries with 678 ASes.
2.4.2 Datasets
In our study, we examine URLs as the source of content that may be disrupted. In our experi-
ments, unless specified otherwise, we send the domain name in the context of a valid HTTP/1.1
GET request. This allows us to observe a particular subset of application-layer interference, and
one that is well documented [45].
Control We first perform a control study. To do so, we test a number of innocuous domains as
our keywords, which are expected not to be censored, and repeat them against every echo server.
The domains we choose are of the form testN.example.com with incrementing values of N. We
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perform this experiment 1109 times per server. Since there should be no artificially induced network
interference, we can validate our technique using the results of this study. This test was performed
July 20–21, 2017 from our measurement machine inside of an academic network.
Citizen Lab We use the the global Citizen Lab Block List (CLBL) [40] from July 1, 2017 as a
list of keywords to run against all echo servers. This list has 1109 entries. It is curated by Citizen
Lab to provide a set of URLs for researchers to use when they are conducting censorship research.
Significant difference between this test and the previous test indicates that our system is capable
of detecting application-layer interference of the domains in this list. This test ran on July 21–22,
2017, from our measurement machine.
Discard We then repeat the Citizen Lab study using a closely related protocol, the Discard
Protocol [163]. The Discard Protocol is designed similarly to the Echo Protocol, but instead of
echoing back any received data, it is simply discarded. By repeating our experiment with discard,
we can determine if existing middleboxes detect keywords that are seen inbound to its network. If
this were the case we would see the same interference in the Discard Protocol as the Echo Protocol.
Otherwise, we will be able to determine that interference technologies do notice the direction of
sensitive content. This test run on July 19–20, 2017, from our measurement machine.
TLS This study demonstrates the application-layer flexibility of our technique. We perform the
Citizen Lab experiment again, but instead of embedding the Citizen Lab domain list in valid HTTP
request, we place the domain in the SNI extension of a valid TLS ClientHello message. This will
allow us to discern what difference exists between interference of HTTP and HTTPS. This test ran
on July 23–24, 2017, from our measurement machine.
Alexa Top 100k Finally, we use our system to test the top 100,000 domains from Alexa [9]
downloaded on July 12, 2017. This is a set of domains orders of magnitude larger than that of prior
works studying application-layer censorship. To achieve full measurement of such a large set of
domains, for each domain we select 20 servers in each country. Additionally, we restrict our test to
the 40 countries with more than 100 echo servers. This test demonstrates most of all that our tool
can be used at scale for significant research into application-layer blocking at a country granularity.
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This test ran on July 25–28, 2017, from our measurement machine.
2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we provide the results of the studies described in Section 2.4. Our evaluation
provides support for the Quack’s practicality as an application-layer measurement tool in two ways.
First, we describe what behavior our measurements detected given a set of URLs known to be
censored, in order to verify that our results correlate with previously observed phenomena. Then,
we support our claim that our system works at scale, and present the results of an experiment that
measured a larger corpus of domains across a greater number of countries than any previous study.
2.5.1 Validation
We control for noise, non-protocol-compliant servers, and other anomalous behaviors by mea-
suring echo server behavior using innocuous domains of the form testN.example.com. Mock
queries to these domains are used to demonstrate behavior in the absence of disruption, since these
domains are unlikely to be blocked. This allows us to identify a baseline for ordinary network and
echo server failure when interacting with each remote network, and understand our subsequent test
results in light of a baseline model of expected behavior.
The first assumption we make in designing our control tests is that the class of domains
testN.example.com will face no blocking by the network between our server and the echo server.
To validate this assumption, we perform a set of measurements to all echo servers using only this
control class of domains, and consider the failure percentages we observed. We show the distribution
of failures per domain tested in Figure 2.6.
We observe a median domain failure rate of less than 0.01%, and a maximum failure rate across
1109 domains of 0.08%. Additionally, the domains in the upper quartile of disruption rates are
evenly distributed over the class of innocuous domains, independent of the value of N.
Using the technique described in Section 2.3.2, we classify no country as interfering with
any of our control domains. We also confirmed these results using another control domain:
echotest.umich.edu, validating our control.
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Figure 2.6: Keyword Reliability—Each of 1109 domains were sent to 54,515 echo servers for the
Control and 54,802 for the Citizen Lab experiment. We count the blocking events per keyword,
observing that the largest blocking rate for a given keyword was 8.5% in CLBL and 0.08% in the
Control. This supports our hypothesis that these domains are sensitive.
We assume failures in the absence of network interference are independent of which server is
used. This allows us to present a distribution for the null hypothesis that is independent of either
variable, and therefore constant. A few factors could cause a given server to fail many innocuous
domains: network unreliability, echo server unreliability, or actual blocking occurring for our
innocuous domains. Despite this, in Figure 2.7 we see that 98% of servers see no blocking events.
We observe that during the duration of our experiment, 17% of echo servers appear to churn
away, which is indicated by their yielding two No Result tests sequentially. This is roughly as many
as we observe churning away in a day for our discovery scans. This confirms that our results will be
biased toward networks with stable echo servers.
Finally, we empirically determine how long measurements should wait when a blocking event
is detected in order to allow stateful DPI disruption to disengage. Shorter timeouts will allow us
to test more domains against a given server in a shorter time, while longer timeouts are less likely
to incorrectly classify a domain as a failure due to a previous sensitive domain having triggered
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Figure 2.7: Server Reliability—For both the Control and Citizen Lab experiments, we send 1109
mock HTTP requests to all echo servers. We find that 98% of servers never resulted in a blocking
event in the Control experiment. We observe significantly more blocking among a small set of
servers in the CLBL test. This demonstrates that interference occurs with very few hosts.
stateful blocking. Our system as implemented is not fundamentally limited by a longer timeout,
because there are more servers to test at any given time than there are servers waiting for that
timeout to expire. As such, the two-minute delay we empirically determined as shown in Figure 2.3
is a minimum, and the system may take longer to schedule the subsequent trial in a test against a
disrupted server. We observe that all delays were less than five minutes in practice.
2.5.2 Detection of Disruption
Next we test each of the domains on the Citizen Lab global list against all echo servers by
formatting them as valid HTTP GET requests. We expect to see interruption in this test because the
Citizen Lab domains are known to be blocked in countries around the world. This is confirmed by
the difference to the control in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.
Using our method of classifying interference as described in Section 2.3.2, only 12 countries of
74 tested against all domains demonstrate evidence of keyword blocking in this test. The interfering
countries, number of domains for which we observe interference, and what categories those domains
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are contained in are given in Table 2.3.
For each country we list in Table 2.3, we look for external evidence to support the conclusion
that we observe government-sanctioned censorship. One source of external evidence is the Freedom
on the Net report by Freedom House [78]. Of the countries in the table, nine are rated as “Not Free”
and two are rated as “Partially Free.”
South Korea and Jordan are those listed as Partially Free by Freedom House; however, both are
indicated in ONI’s most recent country profiles as performing filtering [156, 157]. In the case of
South Korea, blocking based on HTTP request content is specifically identified. In further support
of the observed phenomenon being action at a national level, the echo responses in South Korea that
did not match the echo requests were HTTP redirects to a government-run website outlining the
reason the requested domain was blocked. This is another advantage of the Echo Protocol — we
are able to see the responses injected to the echo server, because they are then echoed back to us.
Two countries were identified by our system as having a significant proportion of blocking, but
had no evidence from other sources that there would be restrictions on the Internet: Ghana and
New Zealand. Ghana is not evaluated by Freedom Net, but the Department of State stated in its
2016 Human Rights report [193] that there were no governmental restrictions to the Internet. Upon
inspecting the scope of blocking, in both cases, it is restricted to a single academic network in the
country, and all echo servers in that AS reported interference. In all other countries identified by our
system as performing blocking, we observe interference in more than one AS. Our technique is not
fine-grained enough to detect censorship across all networks, and in these cases we have visibility
into only a few locations that have close proximity. For these reasons, we exclude Ghana and New
Zealand from Table 2.3.
While this presents a case that the interference we identify is genuine, we do not claim that we
identify all genuine interference. The list of all countries with at least 15 echo servers is presented
in the Appendix. This list has multiple other countries that are listed as “Not Free” in the Freedom
of the Net report, including Belarus, Russia, Pakistan, and Vietnam.
Pakistan, as an example, is identified by prior work [180] as practicing DNS poisoning. DNS
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Country HTTP Discard TLS Top Categories
China 126 126 0 NEWS, ANON
Egypt 6 5 2 ANON, NEWS
Iran 25 0 374 PORN, LGBT
Jordan 8 1 4 ANON, NEWS
Kazakhstan 4 0 0 MMED, FILE
Saudi Arabia 2 0 0 NEWS, ANON
South Korea 14 0 0 PORN, GMB
Thailand 11 0 0 PORN, NEWS
Turkey 12 14 14 ANON, NEWS
UAE 8 0 17 NEWS, COMT
Uzbekistan 1 — 1 MISC
Union 220 146 435 NEWS, ANON
Table 2.3: Interference of CLBL—We perform multiple experiments to measure interference of
domains in the Citizen Lab global block list. Quack detected keyword blocking in 13 countries, with
220 unique domains blocked in our simple HTTP experiment. There is little intersection between
different countries, and only 20% of tested domains exhibited interference anywhere. Category
abbreviations are defined in the Appendix.
poisoning is one potential implementation of Internet censorship, and would render application-layer
blocking unnecessary. The technique presented in this chapter does not consider any other possible
implementations of Internet censorship, and will therefore miss countries who do not rely heavily on
application-layer censorship. Furthermore, many non-technical factors are included in the Freedom
of the Net rating; not all “Not Free” countries block content using technical means.
We have validated our classifications with anecdotal reports, but we also want to ensure there is
consistency in our classification. To do so, we look at what percent of ASes, /24s, and echo servers
in a given country observe any Blocked result in this experiment. The countries that we observe
widespread blocking in are represented in the shaded region in Figure 2.8. While some countries
have interference in almost all instances, e.g. China, there are several countries with interference
not performed across the entire country. This potentially reflects heterogeneous deployments of
interference. We observe in Figure 2.8 that some countries that we do not classify as blocking any
domains have comparable numbers of servers experiencing at least one Blocked result as countries
we do classify as blocking. These countries, Mexico and Zambia, have blocking events that are
disperse and inconsistent in the set of domains being blocked, reflecting either unreliable echo
servers or echo servers with highly-local blocking. Additionally, these countries had “no reports of
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Figure 2.8: Blocking Rates Per Country—We examine the CLBL results, looking at what fraction
of ASes, Servers, and /24s in each country observe any Blocked result. The shaded regions are
countries we identify as having widespread interference. While some countries face near ubiquitous
interference across tested servers, more countries display large variation.
blocking” in the Freedom of the Net 2016 report [78].
The most commonly blocked domains we observe in the Citizen Lab block list are shown in
Table 2.4. The most commonly blocked domain is www.hotspotshield.com, the homepage for a
free VPN service. VPNs are common circumvention tools. Surprisingly, it is only blocked in five of
the 13 countries where we detected censorship: China, Iran, Jordan, Turkey, and UAE. We see that
the most consistently blocked domains are for circumvention tools, pornography, and gambling.
Political content tends to be region-specific, and is less often blocked by multiple countries.
2.5.3 Disruption Mechanisms
By using echo servers, we ensure that the potentially sensitive payload is on both the inbound and
outbound halves of the connection. This means that our system will detect interference regardless of
directionality of the censor. In order to test whether the direction of the request matters, we perform
the Citizen Lab test using the Discard Protocol [163]. This protocol is similar to the Echo Protocol,
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but instead of echoing the request, the server only ACKs the data. Blocks that occur in our test of
echo servers, but not discard servers, could be instances of blocking on only outbound data. This
test provides additional valuable insight into the mechanisms used for blocking.
We test the subset of echo servers that are also discard servers, sending identical payloads as in
Section 2.5.2. Echo servers are also often discard servers, so this requirement reduced the number
of testable servers from 57,309 to 27,966. Of the 11 interfering countries, we are able to maintain
enough servers to classify disruption in all but Uzbekistan.
In the 10 remaining countries we observed blocking when using echo servers, we continue to
observe disruption in only 4 when using the Discard Protocol: China, Egypt, Jordan, and Turkey.
This implies the other countries we observe performing HTTP blocking are doing so only on data
outbound from their network. This evidence is not necessarily conclusive, as the reduced set of
echo servers may be reducing our visibility into these countries. For example, we observe reliable
disruption in a few Iranian ASes for the Discard Protocol. However, because the vast majority of
Iranian ASes do not interfere in this test, we do not classify the interference as widespread across
the country.
2.5.4 HTTP vs HTTPS
The Echo Protocol allows arbitrary data to be sent to and returned by the echo server. This
flexibility is a strength of our technique, and is an advantage over other protocols with more
constraints on sending and receiving arbitrary byte streams. To demonstrate why this capability is
important, as well as illuminate practices in network interference, we repeat our test of the Citizen
Lab Block List, but send requests formatted as valid TLS ClientHello messages with the Server
Name Indication (SNI) Extension.
The Server Name Indication Extension [61] was developed to allow a TLS client to inform the
server what domain it is attempting to connect to before the server must send a certificate. Since
certificates are used for authentication and linked to domain names, a server hosting many websites
would need this information to connect to a client securely. Unfortunately, SNI places the domain
name in clear-text in the first message sent by the client to the server, making it easy to detect when
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Domain Blocking Countries Category
www.hotspotshield.com 5 ANON
www.xvideos.com 4 PORN
www.pornhub.com 4 PORN
www.gotgayporn.com 4 PORN
bridges.torproject.org 4 ANON
www.pokerstars.com 3 GMB
adultfriendfinder.com 3 DATE
www.torproject.org 3 ANON
www.wetplace.com 3 PORN
ooni.torproject.org 3 ANON
Table 2.4: Top Interfered CLBL Domains—We compared the list of domains interfered with in
each country to find those most broadly blocked. The top 10 are presented above. Pornographic
websites are overrepresented in the table, but the single most broadly blocked domain is the
homepage of a free circumvention technology. China blocks every domain in the table.
a client is connecting to a particular site from only the first message in a TLS handshake. We find
that networks do interfere based on this first message alone.
Of the 12 interfering countries we detect in the Citizen Lab experiment, we were able to conduct
enough tests to confidently classify all of them. We continue to observe disruption in only 5 when
using TLS: Egypt, Iran, Jordan, Turkey and UAE. For the other countries in Table 2.3, TLS may aid
in circumventing interference of HTTP requests based on the application-layer.
The only instance of interference occurring in a country that was not detected with just HTTP
requests from the Citizen Lab list occurs in New Zealand. The domains blocked are identical across
two servers in the same /24 routing prefix, which is allocated to an academic institution in the
country. We conclude that the blocking is being performed by the institution, and not a national
policy decision to only block HTTPS.
While the domains we observe interference with are similar in four of the five countries, in Iran
the set of disrupted domains grows drastically when testing with TLS ClientHellos: the number
of blocked domains in Iran increases from 25 to 374. The list of blocked URLs also changes
composition to include significantly more domains classified by Citizen Lab as News, Human
Rights, and Anonymization tools.
There are several possible reasons a country would implement a policy blocking a domain
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through HTTPS but not HTTP. As the domain name is the only visibility into the nature of the
content in a HTTPS connection, a country could be aggressive in blocking domains where only a
single page on the domain is undesired. In the case of HTTP they could simply block the specific
page or given keywords, since all of the content will be visible to the censor. Alternatively, a country
could wish to have visibility into the resources accessed at a given site, which forcing a downgrade
to HTTP would allow.
2.5.5 Disruption Breadth
We have established to this point that we have a tool that allows us to test for application-layer
censorship across 74 countries for roughly a thousand domains. While this is useful, we explore
a different capability of our tool in this section. We perform a search for disruption across 40
countries for the 100,000 top domains as ranked by Alexa [9].
In order to perform tests across this many domains, we restrict ourselves to at most 20 requests
per domain per country; this reduces the total number of requests dramatically. Several countries
contain thousands of echo servers. Additionally, because we only make serial requests to any
particular server, we test only in countries with at least 100 servers. This means the most requests a
server must process sequentially is 20,000.
This experiment reveals interference in 7 countries, presented in Table 2.5. Of the countries
with enough echo servers to be tested, the countries we observe blocking the top domains are the
same countries who were blocking domains in the Citizen Lab experiment.
Of the domains that are similar in both the Citizen Lab list and the Alexa Top 100k, we see large
overlap in blocked domains. We define similar domains as those with the same domain name, not
including sub domains.
One interesting behavior this heuristic shows is in Egypt. Several torproject.org subdomains
are tested in the CLBL, but only the root domain was tested in Alexa. We observe that the
interference in Egypt is dependent on subdomain: the root domain torproject.org is not blocked,
and the subdomain www.torproject.org is blocked on one echo server in Egypt when tested only
seconds apart.
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Country Domains Blocked Unique Citizen Lab
China 787 712 146
Egypt 27 20 1
Iran 1002 795 10
Saudi Arabia 3 2 1
South Korea 1572 1139 15
Thailand 38 16 0
Turkey 291 120 7
Union 3293 — 180
Table 2.5: Interference of Alexa 100k—We test the Alexa Top 100k domains across the 40
countries with the most echo servers and observe censorship in 7. The number of censored domains
in the Alexa list does not necessarily correlate with the number blocked in the CLBL, but every
country seen blocking in the Citizen Lab experiment also interferes in the Alexa 100k.
Category Blocked Domains Not in CLBL
Pornography 2085 (99%)
News and Media 114 (92%)
Search Engines and Portals 100 (98%)
Information Technology 85 (97%)
Personal Websites and Blogs 85 (50%)
Proxy Avoidance 59 (87%)
Shopping 36 (100%)
Other Adult Materials 35 (90%)
Entertainment 33 (97%)
Streaming Media and Download 31 (86%)
Uncategorized 89 (96%)
Other 378 (94%)
Table 2.6: Alexa Domain Discovery—We categorize the domains blocked in each country in our
Alexa 100k experiment, excluding those with a similar entry in the Citizen Lab experiment, and
present the top 10 categories. As in other experiments, the largest censored category is pornography.
However, other categories show the breadth that can be uncovered by testing the entire Alexa 100k.
For example, none of the blocked shopping domains in the Alexa dataset were in the CLBL.
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Another interesting blocking behavior we observe is that Iran blocks an innocuous health
and lifestyle site, psiphonhealthyliving.com. This site is likely collateral damage, as Iran
also blocks the domain psiphon.ca, the homepage for a censorship circumvention technology.
Additionally, we can observe that in Iran, all domains belonging to the Israeli TLD (.il) are
blocked.
Testing the Alexa 100k provides insight into what is being blocked in each country, without
introducing the biases of the people manually curating lists, such as the CLBL. In Table 2.6, we
analyze the domains blocked in our Alexa experiment that were not included in the Citizen Lab
experiment. Our domain categorization is performed by FortiGuard Labs, a common DPI tool
provider, using their web interface [76].
Many of the domains we discover as blocked in our test of domains from Alexa are pornography.
Interestingly, some domain classifications were not at all present in the Citizen Lab experiment,
such as Shopping. Other categories, such as Personal Websites and Blogs and News and Media,
can be extremely informative when considering what content is deliberately blocked by countries.
Overall, we see that 3,130 of the domains we observe as blocked are not in the CLBL. This is a
significant improvement in coverage of blocked URLs, as we only see 220 URLs blocked from the
Citizen Lab list.
Using the large set of domains tested, we can compare what domains are blocked in multiple
countries, despite the sparseness of block list intersections. Many categories have domains that
are not blocked in multiple countries, e.g. News and Media, meaning that the particular news sites
blocked by each country are not the same as in other countries that also censor News and Media
sites. In contrast, the set of blocked domains depicting violence and advocating extremism are the
same in every country that blocks that type of content.
Finally, we utilize the ordered nature of the Alexa top domains to compare how each country’s
blocking changes with the popularity of a site, shown in Figure 2.9. While some countries show
generally uniform distribution of blocking across the top 100,000 domains, others show a tendency
to select domains from the most popular. Countries demonstrating the tendency to block popular
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domains with greater frequency are China, Egypt, and Turkey, with the strongest trend being that
of Turkey. This may reflect a reactive blocking strategy, in which domains are added to a blacklist
when they are detected to be visited with some frequency by citizens.
While the Alexa Top 100k experiment is only one snapshot of the state of application-layer
censorship taking place on HTTP and HTTPS, we believe that it demonstrates the flexibility and
accuracy of our tool. In the future, it can be used to contribute valuable data to many diverse,
longitudinal, and in-depth studies of application-layer censorship.
2.6 Discussion
This paper has proposed and validated a technique for measuring application-layer interference
around the world. In this section, we discuss the limitations of the design and what additional
research our tool enables.
2.6.1 Ethics
Active network measurement [160], and active measurement of censorship in particular [112],
raise important ethical considerations. Due to the sensitive nature of such research, we approached
our institution’s IRB for guidance. The IRB determined that the study fell outside its purview, as it
did not involve human subjects or their personally identifiable data. Nevertheless, we attempted to
carefully consider ethical questions raised in our work, guided by the principles in the Belmont [151]
and Menlo [50] reports and other sources. We discussed the study’s design and potential risks with
colleagues at our institution and externally, and we attempted to follow or exceed prevailing norms
for risk reduction in censorship measurement research.
Like most existing censorship measurement techniques, ours involves causing hosts within cen-
sored countries to transmit data in an attempt to trigger observable side-effects from the censorship
infrastructure. This creates a potential risk that users who control these hosts could suffer retribution
from local authorities. There is no documented case of such a user being implicated in a crime
due to any remote Internet measurement research, but we nonetheless designed our technique and
experiments so as to reduce this hypothetical risk.
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Figure 2.9: Blocking by Alexa Rank—The distributions of blocked domains relative to their Alexa
rank varies by country. Egypt, Turkey, and China demonstrate a clear trend of blocking lower-ranked
domains at a higher frequency. In contrast, Iran has a near uniform distribution of blocking across
Alexa ranks.
Existing techniques [30, 161, 162, 180] in censorship measurement cause oblivious hosts in
censored countries to make requests for or exchange packets with prohibited sites. In contrast, our
measurements only involve connections between a machine we control and echo servers, so the
echo servers never send or receive data from a censored destination.
Still, our interactions with the echo servers are designed to trigger the censorship system, as
if a request for a prohibited site had been made. We cannot entirely exclude the possibility that
authorities will interpret our connections as user-originated web requests, either mistakenly or by
malicious intent. However, we believe that the actual risk is extremely small, for several reasons.
First, even upon casual inspection, the network traffic looks very different from a real connection
from the host running the echo server to a prohibited web server. The TCP connection is initiated
by us, not from the echo server. Our source port is in the ephemeral range, and the echo server’s
is the well known port 7. The first data is an HTTP request from us, followed by the same data
echoed by the server, and there is never any HTTP response. The request itself is minimal, with no
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optional headers, unlike requests from any popular browser. Any of these factors would be enough
to distinguish a packet capture of our probes from real web browsing.
Second, the network infrastructure from which we source our probes looks very different from
prohibited web servers. We tried to make it easy for anyone investigating our IP addresses to
determine that they were part of a measurement research experiment. We set up reverse DNS
records, WHOIS records, and a web page served from port 80 on each IP address, all indicating that
the hosts were part of an Internet measurement research project based at our university.
Third, most echo servers look very different from end-user devices. We find (see Section 2.4.1.3)
that the vast majority of public echo servers appear to be servers, routers, or other embedded devices.
In the unlikely event that authorities decided to track down these hosts, it would be obvious that
users were not running browsers on them.
There are additional steps that we did not take for this initial study that could further reduce the
risk of misidentification. We recommend that anyone applying our techniques for longitudinal data
collection incorporate them. Although we established that few echo servers are end-user devices
by random sampling, in a long-term study, each server should be individually profiled, using tools
such as Nmap, to exclude all those that are not clearly servers, routes, or embedded devices. In
addition, the requests sent to echo servers could include an HTTP header that explains they are part
of a global measurement study. This would provide one more way for authorities to conclude that
the traffic did not originate from an end user.
Given these factors, we believe that the risks of our work to echo server operators are extremely
small. We considered seeking informed consent from them anyway, but we rejected this route
for several reasons.1 First, the risk to these users is low, but if we were to contact them to seek
consent, this interaction with foreign censorship researchers would in and of itself carry a small risk
of drawing negative attention from the authorities. Second, if we only used servers for which the
operators granted consent, these operators would face a much higher risk of reprisal, since their
1As discussed by others [160, 176], informed consent is not an absolute requirement for ethical research, so long
as the research abides by other principles, e.g. those in the Belmont and Menlo reports or those steps proposed by
Partridge and Allman [160], as we have strived to do.
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participation would be easy to observe and would imply knowing complicity. Third, obtaining
consent would be infeasible in most cases, due to the difficulty of identifying and contacting the
server operators; if we limited our study to echo servers for which we could find owner contact
information, this would lead to far fewer usable servers, thus severely reducing the benefit of the
study. The communities that stand to benefit most from our results are those living in regions
that practice aggressive censorship, and thus those who will likely benefit include the echo server
operators in these regions, conforming with Menlo’s Principle of Justice [50].
Beyond these risks, we also sought to minimize the potential financial and performance burden
on echo server operators. We rate-limited our measurements to one concurrent connection per
server, and each connection sent an average of only two packets per second. Our ZMap scans were
conducted following the ethical guidelines proposed by Durumeric et al. [59], such as respecting an
IP blacklist shared with other scanning research conducted at our institution and including simple
ways for packet recipients to opt out of future probes.
We contrast our work with Encore [30], a censorship measurement system that has been widely
criticized on ethical grounds. Websites install Encore by embedding a sequence of JavaScript.
When users visit these sites, their browsers make background HTTP requests to censored domains,
possibly without notice or consent. While we too make oblivious use of existing hosts without
obtaining consent, the network traffic and endpoints differ dramatically from normal requests for
censored content. We believe this substantially reduces the risk of harm.
2.6.2 Limitations
Our system currently relies on echo servers to gain perspective into remote client experiences of
the Internet. Existing remote measurement techniques can be detected and invalidated or blocked
by middleboxes, and ours is no exception.
First, the censor could block all traffic through port 7. We have no information about who or
what else might be using port 7 today, so we have very little idea of how much collateral damage
blocking port 7 would cause. Fortunately, our system is not dependent on using the Echo Protocol
specifically; there are several other protocols that offer an echo service, such as FTP, Telnet, and
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TLS. These other protocols would be much more difficult to block entirely, as they are used much
more widely on the Internet. Many of these alternates do have the disadvantage of requiring a
protocol-specific header, which may cause some middleboxes to stop responding to our probes.
Second, the censor could block our measurement machine by IP. One of the greatest advantages
of our system is that it is portable; the measurements can be run from virtually any machine around
the world. This means that any IP-based filtering of our measurements would likely be unsuccessful,
as we could quickly and easily deploy in another location.
Finally, a censor could watch for the direction a connection and block only connections originat-
ing from inside their network. However, such a policy would not prevent services pushing data to
clients, as can occur in FTP. In practice, we are not aware of directional blocking of this nature,
potentially because the complexity of AS peering blurs the distinction of internal and external
networks at a nation-state level.
However, both distributed and remote censorship measurement systems in use today are differ-
entiable and disruptable. Even if some censors decide to disrupt measurements, we will continue to
have visibility into the rest of the world.
Another limitation is the difficulty of detecting countries with heterogeneous deployments of
keyword blocking, because in this work we considered only widespread blocking. Future work can
remove our final Classifying Interference step, and instead combine the raw data with that of other
network disruption measurement techniques [161, 162] to increase the granularity of observations.
Another limitation of the measurements conducted in this study, but not to our technique in
general is that we have false negatives where DPI boxes monitor only port 80 and port 443 for web
traffic. We could have conducted all of our experiments with our client port set to the appropriate
well-known port for the protocol we would measure; however, we believed the trade-off was best to
follow the best common practice and use an ephemeral port for our client connections.
One consideration in using this work for global detection is that there are only on average
177 countries with echo servers, and only 74 with at least 15 vantage points. One potential way
to increase the number of vantage points is to send our formatted requests to any server that
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accepts packets. For example, this could be done for HTTP by using all web servers. Then we
would differentiate between the web server’s error result and the interference behavior by country.
However, this removes our ability to detect disruption that only inspects outbound packets from
the network. Based on what we have observed in Section 2.5.3, this is a significant number of the
countries that perform application-layer interference.
Finally, our work makes a trade-off to detecting censorship that is observed in multiple vantage
points within each country, but this comes at the price of reduced granularity of observation. This
means we will not regularly observe censorship that is heterogeneously implemented within a given
country, and will not be able to reliably observe particular ISP policies.
2.6.3 Future Work
This paper describes a new and useful technique that can be used to remotely measure network
disruptions due to application-layer blocking. Disruption detection techniques can monitor DNS
poisoning, IP-based blocking, and now application-layer censorship. When combined, these
perspectives could produce valuable datasets for political scientists, activists, and other members of
the Internet freedom community. Additionally, these remote measurement techniques complement
in-country probes, such as OONI, in order to provide baselines and focus effort.
The system presented here is capable of continuous measurement. Rather than regularly running
a large batch of keywords, such as the Alexa list, a different optimization would cycle through a set
of interesting domains in each country at a reduced rate. This would enable longitudinal tracking of
those domains, and help illuminate how and when application-layer censorship policies change.
Quack also stands to provide interesting insight into censorship of other application-layer data
and can be generalized to use other protocols’ echo behavior. While we only focus on HTTP and
HTTPS in this chapter, the Echo protocol’s ability to send and receive arbitrary data could be used
to explore interference in other areas, such as the mobile web and app ecosystems. Additionally,
future work can be performed to use protocols other than the echo protocol. This would improve
coverage of application-layer blocking measurement.
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2.7 Conclusion
Application-layer interference is broadly deployed today, critically limiting Internet freedom.
Unlike other techniques for censorship, we have not previously had broad and detailed visibility
into its deployment. In this chapter, we introduced Quack, a new system for remotely detecting
application-layer interference at global scale, utilizing servers already deployed on the Internet,
without the need to enlist volunteers to run network probes. We hope that this new approach will
help close an important gap in censorship monitoring and move us closer to having transparency
and accountability for network interference worldwide.
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CHAPTER III
Measurement in Aid of Censorship Circumvention
Measuring censorship is a useful tool in providing transparency to censored users about the
system they have been forced into. However, it often is insufficient. In order to learn about the
censorship practices of their country, a user must typically circumvent that censorship. This lands
us in the business of providing censorship circumvention in our effort to provide transparency to
users under censorship.
In particular, we deployed new censorship circumvention techniques to over 500,000 users in
12 different censoring countries over the last 19 months. This is the first deployment of Refrac-
tion Networking to real users. Our deployment has proved its utility to our deployment partner
Psiphon [167], a circumvention client, keeping users on the free and open Internet even in times of
heightened censorship. During our peak, we observed 40% of the traffic from the subset of Psiphon
users we deployed to.
This chapter is adapted from two joint publications: the first appeared in the Proceedings of the
7th USENIX Workshop on Free and Open Communications on the Internet (FOCI’17) [79] and the
second appeared in the 2020 Volume, 4th Issue of Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies
(PoPET) [199].
3.1 Introduction
National-governments are deploying increasingly sophisticated systems for Internet censorship,
which often take the form of deep-packet inspection (DPI) middle-boxes located at network choke-
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points [51]. At the same time, popular circumvention techniques such domain fronting and VPNs
are becoming harder to deploy or more frequently blocked [116]. There is an urgent need to field
more advanced circumvention technologies in order to level the playing field.
One proposed new circumvention approach, Refraction Networking, has the potential to fill
this need, and has been developed in the form of several proposed protocols [26, 66, 80, 101,
118, 135, 149, 210, 211] and other research [27, 87, 103, 148, 179] over the past decade. It works
by deploying technology at ISPs or other network operators that observes connections in transit
and provides censorship circumvention functionality. Though promising in concept, deploying
Refraction Networking in the real world has faced a number of obstacles, including the complexity
of the technology and the need to attract cooperation from ISPs. No Refraction implementation has
ever served real users at ISP scale, leaving the approach’s practical feasibility unproven before our
work.
In this chapter, we describe lessons and results from a real-world deployment of Refraction
Networking that we have operated in production for over a year and that is enabled in circumvention
client software installed by more than 559,000 users. This began as a 2017 pilot, based on a
high-performance implementation of the TapDance protocol [79]. It operates from stations installed
at a mid-sized ISP that observe 140 Gbps of aggregate commodity traffic. We deploy at four network
locations that individually process between a peak of 1–40 Gbps of commodity traffic for a total of
140 Gbps capacity, of which we observe a 70 Gbps aggregate peak. Of this, 500 Mbps was the peak
throughput of circumvention traffic proxied by our system.
Operation of our deployment required solving technical, operational, and logistical challenges
and necessitated close collaboration among researchers, network engineers, and circumvention tool
developers. This reflects a non-trivial challenge to Refraction Networking systems: Refraction
Networking does not function in isolation of the rest of the Internet, and instead must have an
integrated role as a citizen of the Internet to be effective.
To meet requirements of our partnerships and facilitate further partnerships, we set the following
system constraints:
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• Utilize only 1U of rack space at each network tap location.
• Coordinate multiple stations as a single system.
• Operate continuously, without disturbing our partner ISPs’ operations, despite individual
server downtime in production.
• Continuously monitor our partner networks for decoy sites.
• Provide usable network performance to end-users in censored countries.
In this chapter we describe our experience meeting these constriants and the implications this has
on the deplotment of Refraction Networking.
In addition, we analyze data from four months of operations to evaluate the system’s performance.
This four-month period reflects typical behavior for our ISP partners and concludes with a significant
censorship event that applies stress to infrastructure of our circumvention tool deployment partner.
It shows that our load is affected by censorship practices, and that we are able to handle the spike
in utilization during a censorship event. During that censorship event we provide Internet access
to more users than ever. And in doing so, we do not impose enough burden to receive additional
opt-out requests from decoys, nor do we provide degraded quality of service.
Our final contribution is a discussion of lessons we learned from building and operating the
deployment that can inform future work on Refraction Networking systems and other circumvention
technology. In particular, decoy site discovery and reducing station code complexity are two main
areas where future work would be greatly beneficial. We conclude that Refraction Networking can
be deployed continuously to end-users with sufficient network operator buy-in, although attracting
ISP partnership remains the largest hurdle to the technology’s practical scalability. However, even
with relatively limited scale, Refraction can meet a critical real-world need for a fall-back transport
that can provide service when other, lighter-weight transports are disrupted by censors.
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3.2 Background
Refraction Networking (previously known as “Refraction Networking”) is a censorship cir-
cumvention strategy that places proxies at Internet service providers (ISPs) rather than at network
endpoints. Users access these proxies by making innocuous-seeming connections to decoy websites,
which pass by the ISP proxy station. The users signal the ISP proxy station by including a covert
steganographic tag that only the proxy can see using a private key. The ISP proxy then impersonates
the decoy server, and redirects the client’s connection to the desired destination. To the censor, this
connection looks like a normal connection to an unblocked decoy site. Since the decoy sites are not
explicitly part of the proxy system, censors have a difficult time blocking them without blocking
legitimate traffic to them as well.
In this section, we detail prior Refraction Networking schemes and provide some technical
details on TapDance, the scheme we deploy.
3.2.1 Prior schemes
Refraction Networking was first proposed in 2011 with Telex [211], Curveball [118] and
Cirripede [101], which proposed the idea of placing proxies at ISPs, with several variants on how
clients could signal the ISP station. For instance, Curveball used a pre-shared secret between client
and station, while Telex and Cirripede client’s used a ISP proxy’s public key to create steganographic
tags, and embed them in either TLS client hello messages or TCP initial sequence numbers. Since
both are typically random, without the private key, censors cannot distinguish these tags in proxy
connections from the typical random values in normal connections.
However, all of these first-generation schemes require inline blocking at the ISP proxy, allowing
the proxy to stop packets in individual tag-carrying TCP connections. This lets the proxy pretend to
be the decoy server without the real decoy responding to the client’s packets. While this makes for
a conceptually simpler design, inline blocking is expensive to do in production ISP networks, where
traffic can exceed 10s to 100s of Gbps. Inline blocking devices may be prone to failures, and ISPs
were generally unwilling to suffer this risk to deploy Telex-era proxies.
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To address this concern, researchers developed TapDance [210], which only requires a passive
tap at the ISP proxy, obviating the need for inline blocking. This type of proxy is much easier
for ISPs to deploy, since there is no longer a risk to impacting production (non-proxy) traffic if
the proxy fails. We give a brief technical overview of how TapDance accomplishes this next in
Section 3.2.1.1.
Beside TapDance, other Refraction schemes have proposed ways to make it harder to detect
or fingerprint proxy connections. Slitheen [26] is a Refraction-style proxy that perfectly mimics
the timing and packet size characteristics of the decoy, making it harder for censors to block based
on web fingerprinting or other classification techniques. Both Rebound [66] and Waterfall [150]
suggest ways to reflect client requests off decoys in order to enable ISP proxies that only see
downstream (server to client) traffic. MultiFlow [135] provides ideas to adapt Refraction protocols
to use TLS 1.3 [171], as most use prior versions and will need to be updated once older protocols
are disabled. Finally, Conjure [80] is a recent Refraction protocol that utilizes unused IP addresses
that go past the IP proxy to deploy phantom hosts. Since these phantom hosts are more numerous
and cheaper to setup than real endpoint IPs, censors may find them more difficult to distinguish
from legitimate hosts and block, particularly if each is only used ephemerally by a single client.
3.2.1.1 TapDance
TapDance only requires a passive network tap at the deploying ISP. Instead of inline blocking,
TapDance clients mute the real decoy server in the connection by sending an incomplete HTTP
request inside the encrypted TLS connection. The decoy server continues to wait for additional data,
and meanwhile the ISP proxy pretends to respond as the decoy server. To the censor this looks like
a complete (encrypted) request and subsequent response, and this allows the client and ISP proxy to
communicate bidirectionally.
There are two main limitations with TapDance’s technique. First, if the connection stays open
too long, the real decoy might timeout and close the connection. Since its TCP state will be
out-of-sync with the ISP proxy and client’s state, this will appear as an obvious signal to the censor,
allowing them to block the client’s future connections. Second, the client cannot send more than a
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TCP window of data to the decoy, since after this the real decoy will start responding with stale
acknowledgments.
These behaviors limits the amount of data that a client can send in and the duration of a single
TapDance connection. We overcome this by multiplexing long-lived (indefinite) sessions over
multiple short-lived connections, which we describe in detail in Section 3.3.2.
3.3 Deployment Architecture
In this section, we describe the high-level architecture of our deployment, including the Tap-
Dance station deployed at a mid-sized ISP, and our client integration with a popular censorship
circumvention app.
To distribute our client, we partnered with a popular censorship circumvention app developer,
Psiphon , that has millions of Android and Windows users living in censored countries around the
world. We integrated our client into their Android and Windows’ client, and pushed it to a cohort of
559,000 users in 9 censored regions.
3.3.1 ISP Deployment
We deployed TapDance in a mid-sized regional ISP, Merit Network, that serves several universi-
ties and K-12 institutions in North America. We collect up to 140 Gbps of production traffic from
four vantage points within this ISP, allowing us to observe thousands of websites that can serve as
potential decoys for proxying.
We note that our four network vantage points do not cover every entrance to the ISP’s network,
and so there are paths into the network that do not pass any of our packet taps. By traffic volume,
our taps observe approximately 80% of the packets entering the ISP’s network.
3.3.2 Long-lived Sessions
The TapDance protocol imposes several limits on client-to-decoy connections. For instance,
connections can only be maintained until the decoy decides to timeout the connection (as it hasn’t
received client data at the application level). While we select decoys that have longer timeouts, this
is nonetheless on the order of 20–120 seconds. Another limit is the upload limit, in which clients
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Figure 3.1: Tap Traffic— Our taps have capacity for a peak 100 Gbps of mirrored traffic from four
tap locations. This peaked under 70 Gbps during our measurements. This corresponded to between
5,000 and 20,000 TLS flows per second during a typical week. There is a weekly pattern of low
traffic on weekends. Periods with traffic less than 40 Gbps longer than two days correspond to start
and end of semesters at the institutions we our parnter ISPs serve.
sending more data than the decoy server’s TCP window to the decoy will cause the decoy to start
responding with ACK packets. If a client wants to have a connection live for longer than the timeout
or be allowed to send more than the upload limit, they must multiplex their connection over multiple
connections to the decoy.
We term a single connection to a decoy as a TapDance flow, and the longer-lived underlying
connection to a particular covert address (e.g. a blocked website or proxy) as a TapDance session.
Clients choose a random 16-byte session identifier, which is sent in the first TapDance flow to the
decoy site. On the station, this first connection sets up the session state and connects the client to
the covert address. Before the flow times out or the client sends beyond the upload limit, the client
closes the flow, and opens a new one with the same session identifier. The station then connects the
new flow to the previous session, giving the client the appearance of an uninterrupted long-lived
session to the covert address.
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3.3.3 Handling 40Gbps Links
We reimplemented the TapDance station from scratch, primarily in Rust. Rust is an emerging
low-level systems language that provides compile-time guarantees about memory safety, which
lowers the risk of remote compromise. To efficiently process packets at 40 Gbps line rates, our
implementation is built on the PF RING library and kernel driver [155], operating in zero-copy mode.
By splitting incoming traffic onto multiple cores we were able to handle full line rate traffic with only
occasional dropped packets, which, due to the design of TapDance, do not interfere with the normal
operation of an ISP. Our experience demonstrates that, even in large installations, a software-based
implementation of TapDance can be practical, avoiding the need for costly specialized hardware.
The station uses C in three main areas. First, it uses a C implementation of the Elligator [24]
tagging scheme for better performance during initial detection of TapDance flows. Next, it uses
OpenSSL to handle TLS work, including manually assembling TLS connections from secrets
extracted from TapDance tags. Finally, it uses forge socket, a Linux kernel module that allows a
userspace application to create a network socket with arbitrary TCP state, in order to utilize Linux’s
TCP implementation while pretending to be the server.
Handling multiple TapDance users is highly parallelizable, so the station is designed to use
multiple cores by running multiple processes with absolutely no communication among them.
However, a single TapDance session typically spans multiple TLS flows. This means that, once a
user has begun a TapDance session on a particular station process, that same process must see all
future TLS flows in that session. To achieve this, we configure PF RING to spread flows based on
the IP pair, rather than the full TCP 4-tuple, so that the client’s changing source port will not send
the traffic to a different process.
Our four stations ran on a total of 34 cores (excluding a dedicated PF RING core per station),
with the most loaded station using 14 cores. These 34 cores were able to comfortably handle a peak
of close to 14,000 new TLS connections per second during our trial, with each connection being
checked for a TapDance-tagged request.
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3.3.4 Multi-Station Constellation
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Figure 3.2: TapDance Station Architecture—Multiple detectors, central proxy
We split our station into two components: multiple detectors and a single central proxy.
Detectors process raw traffic from packet taps, and look for tagged TapDance TLS flows. When a
tagged flow is identified, its packets are forwarded using ZeroMQ [98] to the central proxy running
elsewhere in the ISP. This architecture allows clients to use multiple different decoy servers within
the same session, as their session state is maintained by the single central proxy that the detectors
forward to. Figure 3.2 shows a high-level overview of the TapDance station architecture.
Detectors use PF RING [155] to read packets from the ISP taps, which range from 10 to
40 Gbps. PF RING allows us to split packet processing across multiple (4–6) cores on a detector,
while ensuring that all the packets in a specific flow are processed by a single core, reducing the
need for inter-core communication. Detectors perform flow tracking of TLS flows, and perform
a cryptographic tag check using Elligator [24] on the first TLS application data packet in a flow.
Typically, detector stations process anywhere from 300 to over 16k new TLS flows per second.
Once a TapDance-tagged flow is observed on a detector, it forwards the flow’s TCP SYN packet,
the tag-carrying application data packet, and any subsequent packets in this flow to the central
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proxy. The proxy thus only receives packets for flows that are related to TapDance connections.
The central proxy also contains multiple processes, and ZMQ forwards TapDance flows based on
their session identifier, allowing all of a sessions’ flows to be sent to the same core on the central
proxy, reducing the central proxy need for inter-process communication.
For each TapDance session, the central proxy maintains a connection to a local Squid proxy,
which the client uses to connect to covert destinations. The central proxy also uses a custom
Linux kernel module named forge socket that is used to establish sockets with arbitrary IP/TCP
parameters. forge socket is used to provide the station with a socket that impersonates the decoy
server in a TapDance flow. This lets the central proxy call send and recv on the socket to produce
and consume packets in the TapDance flow, as if it were the decoy server.
One limitation of this architecture is that packets are received from the client in a different
network location (at the detector) than they are sent to the client (at the central proxy). This could
potentially be used by censors to infer the presence of TapDance, either via observing TTL, timing,
or network arrival point differences. Although we do not see evidence of censors using this (or any)
technique to block TapDance over the year, one patch to this potential attack is to forward packets
back to the detector corresponding to each TapDance flow, and injecting packets into the network
there.
3.3.5 Client Integration
Regular users only access refraction networking through the Psiphon app. Psiphon is a cen-
sorship circumvention tool that uses several transports to provide uncensored Internet access to
its users. We partner with Psiphon in a mutually beneficial manner: we do not need to invest in
community building and app development to test our transport, and they get improved diversity of
circumvention techniques. Psiphon uses several modular transports, automatically picking one of
them for each user connection.
The Psiphon application selects the modular transport to use based on the time it took to fully
establish the connection. When an uncensored tunnel is needed, Psiphon attempts to establish
connections using all available transports. The transport, that successfully establishes the connection
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first, is then used, while connections made by other transports are discarded. This selection algorithm
provides optimal user experience by prioritizing working techniques with lowest latency.
Our technique is deployed as one of these modular transports for a subset of Psiphon users. We
are able to deploy TapDance-enabled version of Psiphon to the users in particular countries and
networks, but not to subsets thereof because Psiphon implements no tracking of individual users.
We do not alter our deployment in the study period analyzed in this chapter, however, we have
successfully deployed to users in several countries facing censorship.
Both our gotapdance library and Psiphon app are written in Golang, simplifying the integration.
gotapdance library provides Dialer structure, that implements standard net.Dialer interface.
This interface specifies Dial and DialContext functions to establish connections over TapDance
to arbitrary addresses and return a TapDance connection in a form of a standard net.Conn. Imple-
mentation of standard interfaces simplifies the integration by providing familiar API, and improves
modularity, allowing Psiphon to reuse existing code, that works with standard net.Dialer and
net.Conn interfaces.
While establishing TapDance connections is easy with standard interface in gotapdance, there are
2 functions that Psiphon needs to call first. One of those functions is gotapdance.EnableProxyProtocol,
and it will modify TapDance requests to ask the TapDance station to send the HAProxy PROXY [186]
protocol header to the destination address before starting to tunnel the connection. We use PROXY
protocol header because it includes the IP address of the client, which is important to share with
Psiphon back-end to collect statistics and prevent abuse. Secondly, Psiphon needs to call the
gotapdance.AssetsSetDir function to specify a writeable folder for assets, and allow TapDance
library to persistently store the updates to the Client Configuration file, which includes the list of
decoys.
To further improve integration through testing, Psiphon provided us with instructions on how to
compile a version of their application, that only uses TapDance transport, so we can integrate this
build with our Continuous Integration system. On any code change to the TapDance library, our
CI would automatically run the tests, and build Android and Command Line Interface versions of
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Psiphon application for manual testing.
3.3.6 Monitoring
To quantify the performance of TapDance we rely on a system of logging and analysis tech-
nologies that aggregate information from each individual station. Detectors are responsible for
identifying tagged flows out of the full stream of traffic at any given tap and as such they track the
number of packets checked, the traffic flow rates, and the current number of live sessions among
other things. The proxy is responsible for traffic routing and session management, communicating
directly with clients. The metrics that it produces allow us to track and associate flows with sessions
and monitor the number, duration, throughput, and client round-trip time. These metrics quantify
the performance, resilience, and (when any station fails) adaptability of the TapDance system as a
whole.
The information produced by each stations is collected by Prometheus [166] and visualized
using Grafana [88] to provide a real-time view of the health of TapDance. The system has also been
instrumented to prevent overloading of decoys, and alert developers when an outage occurs. Logs
are also backed up using an Elastic Stack [64] instance to allow for longer term aggregation and
evaluation. This monitoring architecture allows the performance and reliability of TapDance to be
quantified despite the distribution of responsibilities.
3.3.6.1 Station Placement and Decoy Discovery
Two important and related questions that a refraction networking deployment needs to address
are where to place refraction detection stations and how the clients will choose which overt decoy
destination to contact. The former question has largely been studied in the context of AS-level
deployment to transit ISPs [37, 87, 102, 148, 179]. The latter has not been explored in detail, though
Houmansadr, et al. [102] do consider how effective randomized client-side probing can be for a
given level of deployment.
Our deployment has characteristics that are significantly different from those explored in
previous work. Our partner ISP is a regional access ISP, acting as a primary point of Internet access
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for its customers. At the same time, it has many peering and client connections at numerous points
of presence, so capturing all traffic that transits our partner ISP is challenging. Additionally, many
of its customers do have other network interconnections on which traffic arrives, complicating the
choice of covert destinations.
3.3.7 Reachable site selection
The nature of our deployment meant that we can enumerate the customers that are served by our
partner ISP and their corresponding AS numbers. This allowed us to enumerate all of the publicly
reachable websites operated by our ISPs clients. This identifies roughly 3000 potential sites in our
deployment. Not every site is usable with TapDance, however. There are four potential problems:
• Does the site have a large enough initial TCP send window to allow the sending a sufficient
amount of data? A reachable site will ignore the acknowledgments for data that have been
spoofed by a refraction station as long as they fall within its TCP send window; out-of-
window acknowledgments, however, cause a TCP RST to be sent, breaking the connection
and violating covertness.
• Does the site support a large enough timeout to keep a TCP connection open after a partial
request has been sent? Again, a too short timeout will mean the site will try to close the
connection while it is still being used for a refraction session, rather than remain silent.
• Does the site support and select a TLS cipher suite compatible with our TapDance implemen-
tation? Currently we support only AES GCM ciphers, and send a Chrome 62 TLS fingerprint.
If the site selects a different cipher, we will be unable to send the TapDance tag, and therefore
be unable to use the connection.
• Does traffic from a client to the reachable site pass a station?
To deal with the first 3 problems, we implemented a testing script that check the size of the TCP
window, the duration of timeouts, and the selected TCP cipher suite. Figure 3.5 shows the results of
our tests over the course of our test period, and this is discussed in pore detail below. Our initial
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approach for the last problem was to simply rely on station placement to attempt to capture most
traffic transiting our partner ISP, as discussed below.
3.3.7.1 Decoy Filtering
To find potentially suitable decoys, we first start with a list of all subnets within our partner ISPs’
networks. We obtain a set of potential decoys by scanning port 443 across this address range, and
noting the domain names on certificates returned. This provides a relatively small list of domains
we know are served validly in the address ranges served by our partners, which is accumulated over
our deployment.
These webservers are then filtered down first by identifying those that are can provide long
connections to the client. We measure the TCP window size of the server to evaluate how much the
client can upload before needing to a new connection to the decoy. Similarly, we measure the server
HTTP timeout to evaluate how long the client can use a single connection. We filter out servers with
TCP window less than 15 KB and timeout less than 30 seconds. Distributions of these parameters
in a typical measurement are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.3.
Next, we apply a local blacklist of subnets we know have decoys that behave poorly when used
as decoys. This can occur due to server reliability or throughput issues.
Next, we remove the domains that include our client in their /robots.txt file, as described in
our opt-out instructions provided to all decoys via a link the user-agent sent by clients. As of early
February 2020, only two domains have opted out, both before January 2019.
Finally, we perform a test connection with our client to ensure a correct cipher suite is chosen
and that the connection is functional. This step removes the most decoys, due to cipher suite
selection and detection station placement. We see major drops in the success rate of this step when
we have misconfigurations of key infrastructure between the detectors and our discovery process.
To protect from major changes affecting system availability, we do not deploy new decoy lists to
clients if there a removal of larger than 30% of the previous day.
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Figure 3.3: TCP Window Size of Candidate Hosts—We measured the TCP window size for each
candidate reachable host, in order to find ones suitable for TapDance.
3.3.7.2 Detection Station Placement
Our partner ISP has numerous points of presence, routers, and peering points. Although previous
work on Refraction Networking generally assumes that any traffic that transits an AS is observed
by a detection station, in practice there are constraints that keep this from being true. As pointed
out by Gosain, et al. [87], detection stations capable of processing high line rates are expensive,
although our costs are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the estimates used by Gosain, et al.
(which were aimed at Tier 1 ISP). There are additional costs, from finding rack space in the points
of presence, to engineering time to deploy and manage the detectors. As a result, our deployment
consisted of three detector stations initially, growing to 4 during our deployment. The fourth station
was added when a change in routing caused a significant fraction of incoming traffic to arrive in a
geographic location that did not have a detector. Three of our stations use 4x10 Gbps and one uses
2x10 Gbps, thus handling up to 140 Gbps of traffic. Our detectors monitor approximately 80% of
all flows that arrive at our partner ISP.
3.3.8 Managing Load on Reachable Sites
In our tests with our own Nginx and Apache servers, we noticed that under default configurations,
these web servers limited the number of simultaneous connections they would allow. For example,
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Figure 3.4: Timeouts of Candidate Hosts—We measured how long (up to a limit of 120 seconds)
candidate reachable hosts would leave open an incomplete HTTP request.
Figure 3.5: Decoy Discovery Process— Over the course of our study we attempted to discover
new decoys each day. We accumulate all IP addresses that host a web server over our study period
and test in four stages before they are published to clients. We observe two web servers asking us to
not use them through their /robots.txt file. The step with the greatest loss is when we attempt to
connect to them with a real client. There are also several troughs in this line that indicate outages in
one of our detector sites that provided access to a majority of our decoys from the perspective of the
server conducting discovery.
after 150 connections, a default Apache webserver will stop responding to new connections until
one closes. Since a client will continue using a chosen reachable site for a long period, we were
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concerned that “hot spots” could develop where particular hosts received disproportionate load.
We addressed this potential issue by attempting to limit the number of concurrent users to any
individual site. Because users may reach a site through multiple stations, this requires coordination
between stations to track how many active clients are using a particular site.
We added support in our stations to allow a central collector to inform a station that a particular
site was overloaded and it should turn away additional clients attempting to use that site. We initially
set the per-site limit to 30 concurrent connections to prevent inadvertent overload, and the site load
remained well below our expected threshold for the duration of the trial.
In addition to this change, we also gave clients that failed to connect to a site an increasing
timeout before trying the next site. This exponential back off ensured that, if a station or other
failure occurred, the load clients pushed on sites or other network infrastructure would decrease
rapidly.
3.4 Trial Results
We present an initial analysis of the results from our trial deployment in the spring of 2017.
3.4.1 At-Scale Operation
A major goal of this deployment was validating the hardware and operational requirements
for running TapDance in a production setting. We were able to run our system while processing
40 Gbps of ISP traffic from commodity 1U servers. The observed traffic over our measurement
week is shown in Figure 3.1, showing a cumulative processing peak of 55 Gbps across stations,
and a single station processing more than 20 Gbps. During our trial, the CPU load on our stations
remained below 25%, although this figure alone is not representative of achievable performance,
which is heavily dependent on scheduling between the processors and network card.
3.4.2 User Traffic
Over the trial, we served over 50,000 unique users, according to Psiphon statistics. For privacy
reasons, we did not track identifying information of users during our trial. Instead, Psiphon clients
reported the last successful connection time, whenever they reconnected. This allowed Psiphon
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Figure 3.6: Concurrent Sessions—This plot shows the number of active TapDance user sessions,
which peaked at 4,000.
Figure 3.7: User Traffic (Downstream)—This plot shows how much user traffic our deployment
served to clients. In response to the saturation of the 100 Mbps link on Station 2, we took steps on
Day 3 to migrate user load to Station 3.
to query for connections with a last connect time before the current day to get a unique daily user
count, as shown in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.6 shows the number of concurrently active users over
the trial week. At peak, TapDance served over 4,000 users simultaneously, with peaks on a single
station over 3,000 concurrent users. Interestingly, we see two peaks per day, which is not explained
by user timezone distributions.
On day four of the trial, we discovered a bottleneck that was limiting use on the most popular
station (Station 2). At this station, the injection interface was misconfigured to be over a 100 Mbps
management interface. This link was saturated by the amount of traffic being injected by our station,
making downloads noticeably slower for users of this station. The station was at a remote facility
where it was impractical to reconfigure the network, so we worked with Merit Network to shift
traffic headed to a large subset of reachable sites so that it passed a different station (Station 3) with
a 1 Gbps injection interface. This solution improved download performance considerably, reflected
in the observed usage in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8 shows a lower-bound estimate on the bandwidth available to users. The average
throughput of 5 KB/s shown in this CDF does not reflect users’ actual experience, as many sessions
included in the CDF did not see real usage. The structure of our deployment was such that a users’
entire device’s internet traffic would be tunneled through a single, long-running TapDance session.
These sessions must be occasionally restarted, due to network instability or other problems (see
Figure 3.10). Therefore, many of the observed sessions happened entirely while the user was not
using their device at all.
Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of client session durations. The median individual session
length to a station was on the order of a few minutes. We reviewed logs to determine that about
20% of sessions ended in a timeout (where the client was not heard from for over 30 seconds).
3.4.3 Impact on Reachable Sites
During the trial, we measured the impact of multiple clients using the same site to reach
TapDance. As described in Section 3.3.8, we are attentive to the number of clients simultaneously
using a given site, as large numbers of clients could lead to resource exhaustion.
Figure 3.11 shows the load on the median, 90th, and 99th percentile sites over the trial. The
median load remained generally evenly spread, with the typical site seeing around 5 clients connected
simultaneously, with only 10% of sites ever having more than 20 simultaneous users.
Mid-week, we shifted more users toward Station 4 by increasing how often clients picked
sites that were likely to be served by that station. We simultaneously increased the maximum
simultaneous connections allowed to each site from 30 to 45. This is reflected in the 99th percentile
site load, which peaked at 37 concurrent users to a single site.
3.5 Deployment Results
In this section we evaluate our deployment of TapDance. While our deployment is still pro-
ceeding for its 18th consecutive month, we present four months of data from the start of 2019.
As our partner ISPs serve academic institutions, this is one typical semester: a high-load period
for academic ISPs. This was also a period where our user-base was not altered by us, and no
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Figure 3.8: Session Throughput—This CDF shows the average downstream throughput achieved
by the fastest sub-flow during each client session. Note that this is a lower-bound for actual
throughput, as it is possible that sub-flows were not actively used for their entire duration.
major engineering changes were pursued. This allows a view of a steady-state of the aspects of the
deployment within our control.
We observe changes in TapDance use over this period in spite of our consistency. These changes
are due primarily to changes in censor behavior. A significant fraction of our usage occurred in a
single censoring country, so actions taken to disrupt Internet freedom affect how circumvention
protocols are used. The most salient feature reflecting this is the major censorship event in mid-April
that caused TapDance usage to more than double.
We note that our evaluation period ends after traffic returns to normal in late-April. At this point,
we restarted our collector station for maintenance, and inadvertently disabled much of the logging
that we use for our analysis.
3.5.1 Psiphon Impact
During our observation period, TapDance was one of a handful of available circumvention
strategies, and we served approximately 10% of traffic of Psiphon users that were TapDance-enabled.
The number of daily users this reflected varied significantly in a weekly pattern, with between 5,000
and 15,000 users. Under significant censorship of other protocols, TapDance usage peaks above
40% of clients’ traffic and 25,000 daily users, as shown in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.9 respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Unique daily users—The number of unique connected clients over each day of our
measurement week. At peak, we handled over 57,000 unique users.
The particular behavior that caused this peak was censorship of other circumvention techniques
that are typically very reliable. When this censorship occurs, clients will switch over to the remaining
available transports, including ours, causing an apparent influx of TapDance clients. We also observe
the opposite: when other low-latency circumvention protocols are temporarily unblocked, users will
tend to select those, causing a decrease of TapDance clients, as seen in early March.
3.5.2 Client Performance
To demonstrate the utility of our service to clients, we evaluate their performance, the net
throughput of the system, ensure no degradation of service under load, and ensure that no clients
are monopolizing the system resources.
We do not track individual clients for their privacy. Instead, we log the subnet (/24) the client
appears to connect from. Even at this coarser granularity, we do not observe dominance of any
system resources by a set of clients, as shown in Figure 3.14. We analyze the number of bytes up,
bytes down, and session duration, and find that these all correlate strongly, showing a similar use of
bytes and duration per session across all client subnets (bytes up and down, r=0.88; bytes up and
duration, r=0.82; bytes down and duration, r=0.74). This suggests that most users receive similar
performance.
Over this study period, the average user data throughput did not drive or depend upon system
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Figure 3.10: Session Length—This CDF shows client session durations over our trial, i.e., the time
each client stayed continuously connected to a station without interruption. When sessions were
interrupted (due to network failures or timeouts), the client automatically reconnected.
Figure 3.11: Clients per Site—This plot shows how many clients were connected to the average,
90th-, and 99th-percentile reachable site during our trial deployment.
utilization; rather, total system throughput depended upon the number of clients using the system,
as shown in Figure 3.15. This indicates there was likely capacity during much of our study that
went unused due to the protocol selection strategy of Psiphon .
Clients that are used to transmit data see an average round-trip-time (RTT) under 1 second for
the entirety of our study. We note this may be due to survivorship bias in our measurement strategy,
as clients that took longer may use another transport, closing connections before we receive their
metrics. The time it takes to transfer the first byte of the connection is considerably longer, often
over 5 seconds, as shown in Figure 3.16. This is due to the large number of round trips required
before useful data is transmitted.
In spite of the long time to first byte, our clients observe reasonable session lengths in bytes
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Figure 3.12: User Counts— Our user-base was composed of tens of thousands of users in censoring
countries. We typically had approximately three thousand concurrent users and ten thousand daily
unique users. However, this varied over our measurement. We indicate changes in observed
censorship behavior that affects the country with our largest userbase on the graph. Jan03: Censors
reduce restrictions on Domain Fronting. Mar05: Censors reduce restrictions on protocols over SSH.
Mar15: Protocols over SSH and several new Domain Fronting providers are blocked. Apr15: New
censorship capabilities demonstrated, restricting several long-reliable techniques.
and time, shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 respectively. Client connections last approximately
90 seconds and transfer 20kB in a median session. Moreover, during the censorship event, under
increased load, we do not observe degradation in these distributions.
3.5.3 Decoy Impact
One concern we and our ISP partners have is the extent to which our system burdens sites used
as decoys. Of primary concern is ensuring that we do not overload any single decoy with a majority
of our traffic or with a large numbers of concurrent connections. In Figure 3.19 we show that our
impact on decoys is generally small. In Figure 3.20 we see that half of all decoys have two or fewer
concurrent connections over our observation period.
In spite of the top 10% of decoys seeing the most use, the peak usage is restricted to below an
average of 50 concurrent connections over the busiest day. Additionally, over the entire test period
the busiest decoy saw an average 13.24 concurrent connections, and corresponding to 12.32 MB of
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Figure 3.13: Psiphon Tapdance Usage Rate— We show what percent of bytes transmitted and
received by users with TapDance as an option are transmitted through TapDance. This graph has the
same features as those in Figure 3.12, indicating that our user-base size is driven by how frequently
Psiphon users select TapDance.
Figure 3.14: Client Subnet Distribution— We show the distribution of client consumption of
sessions, data transmission, and decoy utilization over our measurement period. We see no major
difference in any of these lines, indicating a uniform allocaiton of resources per session over our
user-base. Half of all resources are being used by 8,000 client subnets and 1% of all resources are
used by 10,000 client subnets.
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Figure 3.15: Goodput— Over our study period we provide useful data transmission that peaks
around 500 Mbps during our last week. The user traffic per session corresponded to approximately
100 Kbps per user throughout the study period, and did not react negatively to incresed user load.
Figure 3.16: System Latency— Our system’s latency is steady throughout our measurement period.
The time to connect does peak in early February when a brief outage caused persistent clients to
wait very long for the system to return to connect. We also note that there was an increase in dial
RTT toward the end of our measurement. This is shown more clearly in Figure 3.27.
uncensored traffic per day, shown in Table 3.1. We note the decoy does not see the bulk of proxied
traffic, though it does receive (and ignore) data and acknowledgements from the client.
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Figure 3.17: Session Size Distribution— Clients see a range of connection sizes over both our
full measurement period and the censorship event in our last week. Over 90% of sessions transmit
and receive over ten kilobytes. Moreover, we do not see a large effect on session size during the
increased utilization of the censorship event.
Figure 3.18: Session Duration Distribution— Clients see a range of connection durations over
both our full measurement period and the censorship event in our last week. The median connection
lasts 50 seconds. We also do not see a large effect on session duration during the increased utilization
of the censorship event.
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Figure 3.19: Decoy Distribution— We show the distribution of sessions, bytes, and session-time
across the decoys in our measurement period. These lines are not as similar as those in Figure 3.14,
indicating a difference in utilization among types of resource. In particular, session-time and bytes
are particularly focused on the most popular decoys, as indicated by the steepness of the CDF at the
beginning of the x-axis.
Figure 3.20: Decoy Quantiles— Decoy utilization is not evenly distributed across decoys. The
median decoy typically has no more than two clients connected to it at any time. This does not
continue to the 90th percentile.
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Mean Concurrent Transfer Rate
Rank Connections Connections (MB/Day)
1 13.24 163,991 12.32
2 12.76 167,277 10.74
3 12.00 167,144 10.70
4 10.75 167,507 9.14
5 10.70 128,691 13.29
6 10.68 151,699 8.04
7 10.48 127,980 12.89
8 10.42 161,146 9.15
9 10.41 127,971 13.40
10 10.34 127,948 12.67
Table 3.1: Top Decoys— We show the 10 most frequently used decoys during our measurement
period (115 Days). No single decoy takes the bulk of connections over the entire measurement
period, with each of these seeing a mean concurrent connection count of over 10. Among top
decoys, they are well distributed through our available address space, with the exception of decoys
rank 5, 9 and 10 that are in the same /24.
We note that our mechanism for communicating and performing decoy opt-out worked; two
domains included us in their robots.txt file and were immediately excluded from future decoy
lists.
3.5.4 Station Performance
During our study, we do not find that any of the stations are saturating computation, disk, or
memory resources. We confirm that the station operation itself does not impact client connectivity
by having clients report the number of failed decoys before each successful connection, shown in
Figure 3.22. We see that this does not change in line with our traffic volume changes. We only
observe a dip when a routing configuration was temporarily used that more reliably routed decoys
past our station. This change and reversion was outside of our direction. Another routing change,
where a decoy prefix was announced past two stations briefly, caused a spike in the number of
connections passing two stations. This tested our constellation architecture, ensuring we can handle
seeing the same connection at multiple taps.
Nonetheless, the average number of failed decoys for each successful connection remains above
1, indicating that for every successful connection, a client typically tried and failed to reach our
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Figure 3.21: Duplicate Detection— Over our routing period we observe consistently low duplica-
tion of client requests to decoys, with the exception of one peak in late March corresponding to
a routing change for a network containing our decoys. However, the baseline rate of 2% is high
enough to justify our architectural choice of decoy station constellations.
Figure 3.22: Client Decoy Failures— Clients select a decoy at random from a list we provide and
attempt to connect. After sufficient failures, the client tries another, and repeats until it can connect.
We observe that clients fail about one decoy for each successful decoy, however these are not the
same decoys that fail across all clients. This indicates a significant challenge in predicting which
clients can use which decoys.
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proxy with another proxy. While clients currently retry until successful, this metric shows that future
improvements to decoy selection would likely have a noticeable impact on latency and observability.
Figure 3.23: System Reliability Under Varied Load— We attempt to correlate our system’s
reliability with the traffic it handles. We quantify system reliability with the connection success rate
and the amount of data per connection. All values are normalized to the mean of the measurement
period. We find that the connection success rate has a Pearson’s R of 0.40, with weak positive
correlation of traffic volume and reliability (linear regression slope = 0.068±0.030). The data per
connection showed a Pearson’s R of -0.11 and the linear regression slope showed no significant
impact.
In order to quantify the impact of the volume of traffic we serve on the quality of service, we
perform correlations between the traffic volume and quality metrics. In Figure 3.23, we show
a scatter plot where each dot represents a day of operation. The x-axis indicates the number of
connections we handle that day, normalized by the mean value over our measurement period. The
y-axis is a similarly normalized scale of reliability, as quantified by client connection success rate
and the amount of data transmitted per connection. The amount of data transmitted per connection
and the total connections served have a Pearson’s R of -0.11. Upon linear regression, we find
that the correlation effect size is insignificant (p = 0.05). The connection success rate and total
connections served correlate with a Pearson’s R of 0.41. Interestingly, this demonstrated a small
positive correlation (linear regression slope = 0.068±0.030).
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Both of these correlations support the claim that we operated within the bounds of what our
system can reliably handle; neither shows statistically significant negative correlation. Qualitatively,
we also observe that our plots do not have a “tipping point”, after which we would see significant
performance degradation.
3.5.5 Blocking Event
During the final two weeks of our study period we observed an increase in traffic. This was
the result of the deployment of new censorship techniques in Iran, the country most of our users
are in. While they were able to block many of the transports used by Psiphon , they did not block
TapDance, so we received an increased load from users unable to access other protocols. This
accounted for a 4x increase in the percent of Psiphon traffic using our system, shown in Figure 3.24
Figure 3.24: Psiphon Tapdance Usage Rate Under Censorship— We zoom in, with higher
granularity on Tapdance usage at the end of our study period. Here, we see the censorship event and
a restoration to to normal clearly.
The spike in traffic was not from a few client subnets alone. We observe similar distributions of
resource usage among client subnets during the censorship period alone in Figure 3.25. We observe
some client subnets maintaining longer connections, but the effect size was not enough for us to
take action. Importantly, we do not see a change in byte per session distribution in any subnets,
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Figure 3.25: Client Subnet Distribution Under Censorship— We replot Figure 3.14 over just
our censorship period. We see increased concentration on some client subnets, in particular among
byte usage, however half of all bytes are still spread over 10% of our client subnets.
Figure 3.26: Client Distribution Change— Over the measurement period, most clients see an
increase in sessions, bytes, and connection time. However, some clients see the opposite, decreasing
in use. The clients most negatively impacted are in regions not affected by the change in censorship
practice during the last week.
indicating that our change in traffic was due to an increased frequency of use, not because one
subnet was using significantly more system bandwidth. In Figure 3.26, we show during censorship,
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Figure 3.27: System Latency Under Censorship— We zoom in, with higher granularity on system
latency at the end of our study period. Here, we see a slight increase in dial RTT, but it does not
noticably increase time to connect.
most client subnets see an increase in use of our system. However, some saw drastic decline in
their use of our system; particularly those unaffected by the change in censorship. Even the small
increase in latency to dial the station under censorship load, shown in Figure 3.27, causes otherwise
unaffected clients to shy away from our system to lower-latency protocols. This further suggests
that efforts to decrease latency (such as better decoy selection or more aggressive timeouts for failed
decoys) may increase the share of users that select TapDance instead of other transports.
3.6 Discussion
In this section we will discuss some of the lessons we learned about the unique challenges of
deploying a Refraction Networking scheme in practice and what this means for the future directions
Refraction Networking should take.
3.6.1 Role of Refraction Networking
During this study, Refraction Networking served a small share of Psiphon ’s overall traffic.
It was only deployed to a small fraction of Psiphon users and only served about ten percent of
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those users’ traffic over our study period. Given the time spent maintaining the deployment of
this distributed system and navigating the institutional relationships to deploy it, this does not
seem like a worthwhile investment on its face. However, Refraction Networking played a critical
functional role during the censorship event of keeping users connected that would otherwise be
censored. Keeping any line of connectivity open during censorship is vital as it allows updates to
circumvention software and news relevant to the censorship event to reach the user.
3.6.2 Cost
The current deployment had a one-time-cost of about 6,000 USD per site (i.e., for Tapdance
stations and central proxy). This totals 30,000 USD across our current deployment. This was used
for purchasing hardware such as commodity 1U servers, network cards, optical modules, cables, etc.
The total co-location cost (i.e. rack space and power) of the current deployment is estimated to be at
about 13,000 USD per year. The bandwidth cost for a 2 Gbps upstream connection is estimated to
be 24,000 USD per year. Finally, the ISP assigned a network engineer with an effort of about 40%
FTE (on average) to help with system maintenance, management and operation.
Much of this cost is specific to Refraction schemes, such as the cost of co-location in Internet
exchange points and the amount of engineer time dedication to system maintenance. While
engineering costs will go down with stability and scale, the cost of operating core system architecture
in IXPs incurs cost beyond other proxy schemes.
3.6.3 Partner Concerns
Our deployment partners have several very reasonable concerns when deploying refraction
networking:
3.6.3.1 Will the deployment impact normal production traffic?
TapDance is specifically designed to avoid interference to an ISP’s normal operation. By
only observing a copy of tap traffic, TapDance station outages do not affect regular commodity
traffic flowing through the ISP. However, we note that an ISP could become overloaded if enough
TapDance users started using it. In our case, our ISP observed 70 Gbps of commodity traffic (of a
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140 Gbps capacity), while our user traffic added only about 500 Mbps, well below a level to cause
problems. We also have the ability to scale down users at a coarse granularity to mitigate potential
capacity concerns, though luckily we have not encountered this issue.
3.6.3.2 How will decoy websites be affected?
Our deployment used between 1500 and 2000 decoy TLS websites, which clients connect to in
order to communicate with the TapDance station. These sites do indeed see a small increase in load,
but the load is spread across all decoys. We carefully monitored the number of connections to each
decoy to ensure it was under a conservative threshold (see Figure 3.20). We also allow decoys to
opt-out, and observed two decoys that did so, which were automatically removed from our decoy
lists.
3.6.3.3 Will censors attack the ISP in retaliation?
Our ISP partner was also concerned that censors might try to attack either the ISP or the decoy
websites to deter deployment. We did not observe evidence of this occurring, though we cannot say
for certain censors will never respond this way. As a mitigation, the ISP formed an agreement with
a DoS visibility service that agreed to support the ISP in the event of such an attack.
3.6.4 Future Directions
The lessons learned during this deployment may be useful for those looking to improve upon
Refraction Networking techniques or manage further deployments. In particular:
1. Refraction Networking is useful in our deployment as a fallback technique to keep users
online through heightened censorship.
2. Decoy attrition does not pose significant challenge for our scale of deployment over 18
months.
3. Router-level route prediction for client-to-decoy connections is challenging and important to
the performance of our technique.
4. ISP partnerships are a bottleneck to further growth of Refraction Networking.
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Of these lessons, two are major challenges we face in future growth of decoy routing: further
partnerships with ISPs and locating decoys in a more generalized way using fine-grained route
prediction per client. Currently our scheme only uses ISPs near the edge of the network and observes
a majority of the inbound traffic so we can use the subnets they terminate as a seed for finding
decoys. However, this is imperfect and still about half of the time our client picks a decoy that does
not pass a station due to routing behavior. We do not currently have a reliable way to determine
which network link a client will use to enter our partner network en route to a particular site, and
therefore the client must guess. This is further compounded if we try to partner with Tier 1 or Tier 2
ISPs that do not have a client address space that only they serve.
Partnership with Tier 1 or Tier 2 ISPs may also raise more concern with impact to decoy websites.
The lack of direct relationship to decoy websites by any decision-making stakeholder makes it less
comfortable for network operators to accept potential risks on behalf of the decoys, under our opt
out model.
Fortunately, both of these challenges are addressed to some extent by the recent work by
Frolov et al. [80], which proposes a decoy routing scheme in which the importance of decoys
backed by a real website is reduced. Rather, beyond initial registration, decoys are produced from
address space with no web server present. We see promise in pursuing this scheme in deployment
as a practical solution that reduces institutional concerns with active deployments. However, we
note that it does not resolve the challenges we face, and there is room for improvement by future
techniques.
3.7 Conclusion
Despite extensive research, Refraction Networking has had little adoption in practice to circum-
vent censorship. This chapter presents results from the first continuous deployment of a Refraction
Networking scheme to users in situ, in operation for over 18 months. Our experience demonstrates
that Refraction has played a successful role to provide connectivity, even when censors increase their
activity, and helps inform which aspects of new techniques will help ease of further deployment.
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CHAPTER IV
Measurement of Web Privacy Defenses
While there are competing definitions of privacy in the literature, nearly all of them are violated
by the online tracking ecosystem. Users are unwittingly being tracked nearly everywhere they visit
online by companies they may not know the name of, let alone have agreed to let them build profiles
of them for advertising purposes. These trackers even take measures to deliberately circumvent user
choices to avoid being tracked. There is significant information asymmetry between these trackers
and the typical user online.
Our work’s goal is to reduce that information gap in at least one way: learning which browser
extension is most effective at hiding a user from advertising and analytics companies. We quantify
the extent to which ad-blockers, AdGuard and AdBlock Plus, provide very little privacy despite
advertising privacy as a benefit of their product. Further, we refute the presumption of prior work
that this behavior is due to “Acceptable Ads” programs with a more accurate model of these
blocking extensions and improved scale. Experts now have data to back up the recommendation
of uBlock Origin and Disconnect.me for user privacy. This also justifies Firefox’s choice to adopt
the Disconnect.me list as a default blocking behavior. In spite of its narrow focus, it is one of the
strongest tools at our disposal.
This chapter is adapted from a joint publication currently under submission [201].
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4.1 Introduction
Advertising is an important piece of the current web experience and economy. Most users’
search engine is Google and its parent corporation, Alphabet, drives its 800 billion USD market cap
by deriving 83% of its revenue from advertising [10]. Users have a complicated relationship with
ads, and for good reason: despite being intrusive on their experience, ads can provide benefit if they
are relevant [194]. It is in search of relevance by advertisers for being profitable, that many online
advertisers target ads. However, underlying the targeted advertisements are user profiles built to
enable the targeted ads.
The underlying profile building and tracking that supports advertisements is where the users
can come to harm. Anecdotally, pregnancy status [95] and sexual orientation [93] have been
disclosed accidentally without direct access to the user’s profile. In one study, a majority of
users were uncomfortable with any targeted advertising based on common interests inferred by
advertisers. These same users were made even more uncomfortable by interests pertaining to their
health or religion [52]. This says nothing of inferences that combine credit card history, voter
registration, and browsing behavior used by journalists specifically to demonstrate the power of
targeted advertising [188].
In lieu of a strong model of consent, some users have turned to using browser extensions to
prevent being tracked. This is not to be confused with the separate but related phenomenon of ad
blockers [137]. It is easy to confuse the categories of blocking extensions: ad blockers advertise
their utility in preserving privacy [5, 72] and use some of the same rules to block requests.
Researchers have studied several aspects of these browser extensions and the block lists that
direct them how to behave. This even includes some comparative evaluation of these extensions
to inform recommendations to users. However, these comparisons do not do enough to look into
the factors that contribute to the extensions’ effectiveness, leaving us asking the central question of
our work: what are the roles of manual list creation, organizational mission, and the connections
explicitly white-listed from blocking in the limits of ad blocking extensions as deployed today?
In this chapter we look to understand blocking extensions better and unpack these factors as they
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impact extension efficacy. To do this we visit a list of the top million sites with Firefox. Our model
of the blocking extensions behavior is more accurate than prior work. We also compare browser
extensions’ blocking behavior over all rules defined in each of their rule-sets, reducing reliance on
crawls limited in scope and subject to transient advertiser practices.
We infer how many page visits would be disclosed to tracking companies over our crawl, and
use this information to evaluate the browser extension efficacy. Browser extensions are evaluated
both with and without their Acceptable Ads programs enabled, and find results that contradict those
of prior work: Acceptable Ads programs are not the primary reason for their extensions’ poor
performance.
We use the inclusion graph of our crawl to identify advertisers not in the hand-curated lists used
by blocking extensions. The size of these newly discovered advertiser lists help us understand the
completeness of the manual curation of the lists over their target communities. When combined with
our understanding of Acceptable Ads programs and the stated missions of the browser extension
authors, this lets us better understand the factors that contribute to extension efficacy.
Our work answers three questions that had not been previously answered. 1) How effectively do
the full population of A&A companies track users across the web? 2) What tools are most effective
in stopping this tracking? 3) What factors of the effective tools most contribute?
4.2 Related Work
In this section we describe the research that comprises the background of and is related to our
own work. First, we describe the initial work in web tracking. Second, we discuss several related
subfields that have emerged in studying web tracking. Third, we discuss the current state of research
in evaluation of blocking extensions to prevent web tracking. Finally, we discuss the research that
we most directly draw from.
Much work has been done analyzing the technologies used to identify users across the web. The
academic study began in 2006 with a mention of the potential of tracking users between page visits
by Jackson et al. [109]. Work focused entirely on tracking as a practice began soon after with the
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work of Krishnamurthy et al. [122] and Jensen et al. [111]. Krishnamurthy and Willis then outlined
concerning trends of centralization and the weak state of defenses at the time [123]. Research soon
formalized issues in measurement methodology [91], identified browser fingerprinting as a tool in
the arsenal of trackers [62], identified avenues of instrumentation of JavaScript to track information
flows [110], and asked questions of user perceptions of the early targeted ad ecosystem [140] setting
the foundations of the following decade of work.
One subarea of web tracking research is the human interaction with web trackers and defenses.
Some work has focused on user understanding and perceptions of targeted ads [39, 142, 194, 213],
finding significant gaps in knowledge and inconsistent user mental models. Further work focused
on sensitivity to various targeting techniques [7, 128, 133], discovering areas users were particularly
unwilling to have be used in targeted advertisement, such as traffic from dating sites or length of
retention. More recent work [52] focused on similar questions, but focused the line of questioning
on the underlying inferences used to build profiles. More closely related to our work, research has
focused on user adoption of both ad blockers [168] and blocking extensions more generally [137]
finding diverse reasons for adopting these extensions and little issue with website breakage. Finally,
the justification for inclusion in the Acceptable Ads program by AdBlock Plus was refuted [207].
Some studies have focused on cookies, one of the most conspicuous means of identifying
users uniquely. Much of the research has looked at identifying unique identifiers in cookies
and how third parties share these identifiers to synchronize identities across multiple tracking
networks [31, 74, 84, 158, 174, 221]. Some work in this area has focused on policy, specifically
considering implications of cookies on governmental mass surveillance [68] and EU privacy
law [47, 192, 195].
Other work identifies ways to uniquely identify users other than cookies, broadly termed
browser fingerprinting [2, 29, 153, 214]. Further research showed how these techniques changed
over the history of the Web using the Wayback Machine archive [106, 129]. Measurements scaled
significantly in this area [67, 178], giving us the tool we use for our measurements, OpenWPM [67].
Additionally, some research noted the use of other state than cookie stores to create persistent
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tracking mechanisms [1, 139].
Much research has been performed to understand the behaviors, weaknesses, and extent of the
advertising ecosystem [20, 22, 32–34, 85, 126, 159, 170, 204, 215]. In particular, some work focused
on out-of-band exchanges of information between advertisers [21] and challenges in attributing
advertisements [119]. These show limitations in fully automated, but much larger measurement
techniques such as our own. Also, some research has analyzed these same questions for defensive
countermeasures used by ad networks to circumvent blockers [107].
Several new solutions have been proposed to defend against web tracking in the research
literature. Several new ad network systems have been proposed that cryptographically remove traffic
disclosure while continuing to allow targeted advertisement [17, 77, 92, 190]. Others used machine
learning to identify the advertising requests to be blocked [105,108,115,131,147]. Nikiforakis et al.
proposed entropy injection into the features used to fingerprint users [152], however further work
showed how to detect the entropy and retrieve the original values [202]. Recent work by Zhu et al.
has shown promise in stealthy blocking techniques [219], circumventing defensive countermeasures
used by ad networks to circumvent blockers.
We draw much inspiration from the work of Bashir et al. [23]. In particular, the view of the
entire advertising ecosystem as a graph, similar to that of Kalavri et al. [115] and Gomer et al. [86],
shaped our thinking. Kalavari et al., however, focused on automatic identification of trackers using
machine learning to replace current blocking extensions, supporting this by analyzing the referrer
graph structure. Gomer et al. studied a different graph representation of the tracking ecosystem,
creating a bipartite graph of first-parties and the third-parties they load, rather than the structure of
the third-party ecosystem itself. Bashir et al. study the same graph that we do and compare some
blocking extensions. However, by focusing our study on the blocking extensions and by studying a
different, more diverse, and larger population of web pages with a more accurate blocking extension
model we were able to come to deeper conclusions about blocking extensions and refute proposed
explanations for findings of that work.
The closest research to our own is in the evaluation of existing solutions to online tracking.
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Early work identified the futility of the DNT header [19]. Other studies focus on the interaction
of ad-blocking tools and advertisers in an arms race of detection [143, 154]. However, these fail
to account for out-of-band communication between A&A companies and did not explore causes
of ineffective blocking as deeply as in this work, also identifying Acceptable Ads as the reason
for AdBlock Plus’s poor performance. The work of Malloy et al. [134] focuses on the market
penetration of ad blockers, and focuses on impact of advertisements displayed, not tracking. The
work of Karaj et al. [117] and the work of Yu et al. [215] focus on the users of a single browser
extension which, while very useful, is biased in uncharacterized ways and did not try to generalize
beyond their primary study population. Gervais et al. [83] and Bashir et al. [23] perform less
focused studies over a very small number of popular websites. We demonstrate in this work that
our population of trackers discovered is larger than that measured in these papers and that tracking
is quantitatively different from the top thousand to the top million (which are equally weighted
under typical Zipf-ian assumptions). Merzdovnik et al. [143] provides a focused analyses of a
large-scale top domain list. However, they do not study the A&A ecosystem outside of 30 actors
and additionally fail to analyze how information is shared in an RTB system. This work and that
of Bashir et al. [23] show that out-of-band RTB sharing has significant impact on user privacy.
However, they do not explore deeply enough which tools are more effective at stopping tracking
and why, only analyzing one ad blocker and one privacy tool, and also concluding incorrectly that
Acceptable Ads are the reason for AdBlock Plus’s poor performance. Bashir et al. [23] also used
a less accurate representation of the acceptable ads list and a data set focused on popular online
shopping sites, which led to a limited scope of A&A websites. Walls et al. [207] studied the impact
of acceptable advertisement lists, but focused on the composition, evolution, and user impressions
of the list; this omits analysis of the impact of the list on user privacy. Vastel et al. [203] studies
filter list composition, but pursues questions on how to trim filter lists of rarely used rules. This did
not consider the impacts to user privacy due to out-of-band communication by A&A companies or
the most effective trackers and did not seek to explain why different tools were more effective. This
insights of our work are complementary to those of Vastel et al. for these reasons.
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4.3 Methods
To support the analyses in the remainder of this chapter we employ methods we develop
ourselves as well as methods taken from prior work. We present the methods in this section,
referencing them in later sections as they are used.
Throughout we use the acronyms FQDN and eFLD. These are the Fully Qualified Domain
Name (e.g. www.foo.co.uk) and the effective First Level Domain (e.g. foo.co.uk).
4.3.1 Web Crawl
Prior work has studied many websites’ tracking behavior using OpenWPM, an instrumented
browser measurement platform [67]. We re-use this tool and its standard data formats, allowing
re-use of our analyses over future and past crawls. To facilitate this, we release our source code and
data at [redacted for anonymous submission].
Also like prior studies, we crawl the homepages of a large top domain list. We use the Tranco
list 1 [125] created on 07 July 2019. This improves reproducibility while maintaining the scale of the
largest prior work and reducing bias from domain fluctuations known to be in the more commonly
used Alexa top list [9, 177]. We compare the top crawl targets and advertising and analytic domains
contacted in our study to the most recent publicly available Alexa crawl [67] in Table 4.1.
We attempt to load the HTTP version of all one million domains with OpenWPM in a stateless
crawl using Firefox, storing HTTP request, response, and redirect data. We performed these
measurements from a dedicated research scanning subnet from 12 July—27 July 2019. Of the
1M input list, OpenWPM received responses for 895,856 sites, missing 10.5% due to timeouts,
unavailable destinations, and various other errors; this error rate is similar to prior measurements of
top million sites. This results in 89,136,479 total requests during the crawl to 62,970,931 unique
URLs.
1Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/J96Y.
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Alexa (Jan 2015) Tranco (Jul 2019)
Targets Trackers Targets Trackers
1 google.com google-analytics.com google.com doubleclick.net
2 facebook.com doubleclick.net netflix.com google.com
3 youtube.com facebook.com facebook.com facebook.com
4 baidu.com googlesyndication.com youtube.com googlesyndication.com
5 yahoo.com googleadservices.com twitter.com google-analytics.com
6 amazon.com google.com microsoft.com youtube.com
7 wikipedia.com twitter.com wikipedia.org facebook.net
8 qq.com adnxs.com baidu.com pubmatic.com
9 google.co.in blekai.com linkedin.com adnxs.com
10 twitter.com mathtag.com instagram.com wp.com
Table 4.1: Comparison of Top Domain List to Prior Work— We compare both the top ten in
each list, accounting for 20% of Zipf-weighted visits, and the top ten eFLDs blocked by EasyList
and EasyPrivacy as trackers.
4.3.2 Blocker List Testing
We compare six different blocking extensions, selected for their popularity: AdBlock Plus [72],
AdGuard [5], Disconnect.me [49] (whose rules are used by Firefox in its tracking protection [145]),
DuckDuckGo [54], Ghostery [42], and uBlock Origin [97]. We evaluate each tools’ default
configuration; however it is possible for users to improve the efficacy of each extension and even
import filter lists from other extensions in most cases. We also use EasyList and EasyPrivacy [187]
throughout our evaluation to identify previously known A&A domains. EasyList and EasyPrivacy
are community created lists for blocking advertisements and tracking respectively, and are imported
by some tools to verify We define previously known A&A domains heuristically as in prior work [23]:
any domain that is blocked more than 10% of the time by EasyList and EasyPrivacy. We use blocking
lists retrieved on April 23rd, 2019 for all extentions.
Our method of evaluating blocking lists is an improvement over prior work. We more closely
reflect the actual behavior of the blocking extensions while still testing over 29M requests. We
enabled this in two pre-computation stages: normalizing each tool’s behavior to a single syntax and
reducing sets of regular expressions into single prefix-structured regular expressions.
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4.3.2.1 Normalizing Blocker List Syntax
Before we take any steps to speed up our request testing process, we first standardize our
blocking list syntax. Fortunately, three extensions (AdBlock Plus [73], AdGuard [3], and uBlock
Origin [96]) of the six we study and EasyList and EasyPrivacy use a very similar syntax. While
these syntaxes vary, the commonly used features are shared.
The syntax for blocking rules we normalize to is a shared subset of these powerful syntaxes.
Each rule is a newline-delimited string with two parts, separated by a $ character. The first part is
a simplified regular expression syntax and the second part is a series of flags and corresponding
values. The regular expression syntax has only five special strings that are not interpreted literally:
“||”, “|”, “*”, “^”, and “@@”. Each of these have the same meaning among all of the tools and
either have a direct translation to standard regular expression syntax or indicate that the rule should
be inverted, specifying requests to allow rather than to block (“@@”).
The flag portion of these powerful syntaxes is often overlooked; it is not mentioned at all in
the application of rules in prior work. In fact, the syntax for AdBlock Plus, AdGuard, and uBlock
Origin vary primarily in what flags they support. We support the following flags: important,
domain, and third-party. Respectively, these rules bypass whitelisting caused by other rules,
enforce the rule only on requests originating from specific domains, and enforce the rule only on
third-party requests. The only rules we ignore that could be used to aid privacy and are used in more
than 1% of rules are those that block requests for types of resources, i.e. script, image, etc.. This
leads to over-estimation of the power of the blocking tools, however the tools are treated equally.
Our implemented subset of these rules also elides an entire class of specification: cosmetic rules.
These rules mark elements on the page as hidden and do not prevent requests from being sent.
Therefore, we find it acceptable to omit them entirely for measurement of web tracking.
Tools that do not use this standard syntax are converted into the standard syntax. We take each
of the specified rules and convert them into an identical rule that blocks exactly the same resources
and subdomains, using only the limited regex syntax and domain flag. These rules can then be
treated as the other canonicalized rule lists are in the subsequent steps.
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4.3.2.2 Efficiently Evaluating Regular Expressions
During initial experiments it became clear that evaluation of all rules over all requests of our
crawl performed naively would be impractical. Evaluating 89M requests against over 130K regular
expressions proved to be a significant bottleneck, even with early-exit optimizations. To speed
up our evaluation, we reduce the number of comparisons required in a few ways that are layered
hierarchically.
First we note that some rules are only in use on very few domains. To take advantage of this,
for each tool’s rule list we create rule lists for each domain explicitly mentioned in the constraints.
Those rules we do not have any constraint on, or only whitelist explicit domains from having the
rule applied, are added to the default collection which is applied to all domains. In effect, we have
created a blocking list for each referring origin that would change the behavior of the blocking tool.
These lists being much smaller allows much less comparison in an initial check that may return a
result quickly. If a result is not obtained from the first check, we then compare on the larger list that
contains rules that apply to all referring origins.
Next we note that there is a priority order of rules that goes from a small subset to a large
subset as the priority decreases: another opportunity for early exit. First, we can search in the set
of “important” rules that bypass whitelisting, and are the smallest set. Then we can look at the
whitelist rules, those that begin with “@@”. Finally we compare the remaining rules. To allow this
ordered evaluation, at this stage we further partition the rules along these lines, within each domain
constraint’s list.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly for our speed, we reduce all of the regular expressions in
each partition into a single regular expression. Doing this naively, simply listing each expression,
and separating them by ‘|’ in standard regex syntax, would provide little speedup over comparing
each rule to the URL. This is the exact underlying behavior the regex engine takes in its evaluation.
Instead, we convert the rules into a prefix tree of their equivalent regular expressions, then convert
this prefix tree into a reduced regular expression. For example, rather than converting a search
for either “food” or “fold” into “(food|fold)”, this is converted into the regex “fo(ld|od)”,
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removing duplicated comparison to the common prefix “fo’. This takes ideas from prior work in
optimizing regular expression validation [18], without having to write a custom engine.
So, in review, to compare a single URL requested from a given origin, we take the following
steps: first find the longest FQDN with domain constraints for which our referring origin is a
subdomain and check if it is blocked or explicitly whitelisted by that structure. If not, or if there
is no such subdomain, check if it is blocked or explicitly whitelisted by the rules with no domain
constraints. Both of these checks are done by evaluating the next layer of the hierarchy: comparing
against the important rules, whitelist rules, and other rules of that structure in that order. Again,
to do this we proceed down the structure, comparing against the regular expressions built for this
constraint and priority, and returning whether or not a match was found. Finally, if the result is
that we found no matching rules, we interpret this as an unblocked request. In this way, we have
traversed only the relevant partitions of the rules we created for this blocking tool.
While this is more complicated, it does capture the entirety of our normalized subset of the
blocking syntax. Additionally, it sped our evaluation of requests from our crawl by over 1000x,
letting us finish evaluation of all six tools in under six hours on a single 8-core Intel Xeon E5–2690.
This made the comparison of multiple tools over a very large crawl practical.
4.3.3 Blocker List Probing
Initial analysis of how each tool performed on our crawl revealed that most rules blocking entire
domains were not used at all during our crawl. We want to present an alternative perspective when
comparing tools that is not biased by the particular crawl. To do this we created probing lists from
each tool’s blocking rules.
Each blocking rule that includes a specified domain name is mechanically converted to a set of
rules that capture some of the cases a rule may apply to. Multiple transformation may occur for
each special character, causing exponential growth in the number of special characters. In practice
each probe list does not grow impractically large.
Rules that begin with the special character “|” simply have the character removed. Rules that be-
gin with the special sequence “||” have the sequence replaced by both “http://” and “https://”.
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The special character “ˆ” is replaced by a “/” and optionally removed if at the end of the rule. Finally,
the “*” is replaced by an empty string, “1”, “/”, and the random string “b75de6c2/2ce0bae5”
which occurs nowhere in the block list definitions. These simple transformations capture much
of the diversity of behavior of the limited syntax provided by the blocking extensions. For ex-
ample, the rule “||foo.com^” is expanded to the following probing links: “http://foo.com/”,
“http://foo.com”, “https://foo.com/”, “https://foo.com”.
Rules are tested with referring origins taken from the domain restrictions and an unrestricted
referring origin. We group the probes by eFLD of the request and compare two test lists by checking
if all test probes in the same eFLD have the same outcome.
4.3.4 Inclusion Graph
Prior work has demonstrated use of the inclusion graph to demonstrate interrelationship among
known A&A domains [23]. The inclusion graph is a representation of a web crawl where parties (in
prior work canonicalized domain name) are node and directed edges indicate that the source party
initiated a request to the destination party in some page visit of that crawl. This is in contrast to
the referrer graph where an edge indicates the source appeared as the referrer in the destinations’
request. JavaScript requests are a source of disagreement between these two graphs and are used
often in the A&A ecosystem. We construct the inclusion graph similarly, however we our graph is
over all third-parties, rather than only known advertisers. We are also able to analyze the subgraph
of only known advertisers for direct comparison.
The graph we produce represents only the sample of domains we perform; there may be some
number of nodes or edges not included in our sample that exist in the population. We can tell if
the number of nodes and edges continue to increase as we near the end of our crawl. We show the
growth of these through our crawl in Figure 4.1.
Our crawl does not saturate the number of eFLDs nor edges between them from our population.
This is despite finding a larger number of them than prior work that found saturation in its inclusion
graph. This is because we study a much larger population that is not restricted by type of domain or
to only the top few thousand domains in a rank list.
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Figure 4.1: Cumulative Unique Inclusion Graph Nodes and Edges— We graph the cumulative
number of unique eFLDs (dark lines) and inclusions between eFLDs (light lines) as we conduct our
crawl. Blue lines represent the graph of all third-parties and red lines represent the subgraph of only
third-parties that are known A&A domains.
This does not preclude use of the graph for the uses in this chapter, however we do not compute
graph statistics to compare to prior work as they would not be representative.
4.3.5 Privacy Metrics
Finally, we analyze the impact of blocking strategies on our crawl. Prior work has defined
disclosure of a page visit, sometimes termed impression, and we use these definitions. In particular,
an A&A party learns that a particular user has requested the main page of a particular visit if in
the course of that visit it is sent a request. Additionally, an A&A party may learn of a request if
it is shared with them through other means. We consider two such means in this work2: Cookie
2Both of these are taken from Bashir et al. [23], corresponding to Cookie Matching and Real-Time Bidding –
Constrained respectively.
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Matching and Real-Time Bidding.
In the Cookie Matching model, we assume information sharing along all directed edges known
to perform ad-redirection [21].
In the Real-Time Bidding model, we attempt to capture information disclosure that occurs
when ad exchanges solicit bids from Demand Side Platforms and advertisers for a given impression.
To do this, we designate some eFLDs as belonging to ad exchanges, using heuristics described
in Section 4.5, and have these exchanges disclose all visits they are aware of to all eFLDs they
include during our crawl. We investigate the sensitivity to the number of ad exchanges included in
Section 4.6.1.
The metric we use to evaluate any A&A domain in our crawl is how many page visits cause the
domain to receive a request or be further notified by another third party. To measure if a domain
would receive a request, we build the inclusion graph for just that page visit and compute the
reachable origins if only non-blocking requests and out-of-band disclosures proceed.
Performing this inclusion graph construction and evaluation of sharing is also expensive to do at
scale. To cope with this we only perform these computations over a random sample of 54,000 visits,
weighted with a Zipf-ian distribution over their top site rank to approximate user traffic patterns.
We graph several cumulative distributions of this metric over previously known A&A domains. By
the Dvoretzky–Kiefer–Wolfowitz inequality this places the entire CDF within the line width on
our figures with 95% likelihood, even with Holm-Bonferroni correction. As such we present the
distributions without explicit error bars.
4.4 Comparing Blocker Lists
In this section we lay the foundation of our new understanding of blocking extensions by
comparing the blocking lists that define the behavior of these extensions. We evaluate the extensions’
behavior both over our web crawl and our constructed probing lists.
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4.4.1 Default Extension Behavior
Blocking extensions rule lists have been compared to each other in prior work in their rate of
blocking and the privacy that affords. However, some aspects of our comparison are novel. Our
comparisons are used to help disambiguate the impacts of different factors on the privacy provided
by these tools. Also, our evaluation uses rule lists to generate test lists providing a larger perspective
and one that lets us ignore issues of the coverage of a single crawl. Finally, our data set enables
insight into a larger test list than prior work focused on blocking extensions, and the first top-million
study of web tracking in four years.
An important distinction must be made when evaluating the size of lists is whether the measure
used is one that is evaluating the list itself or is grounded in a sample of requests. We compare list
sizes in Table 4.2 using both.
The largest lists by size and by domain explicitly mentioned in their rule set are AdBlock Plus
and AdGuard, however it is not the case that these most active filtering tools based on our crawl.
AdGuard blocks the second fewest requests to a relatively diverse set of domains while one of the
smallest lists, Disconnect.me, provides the most requests blocked. This disagreement highlights a
difference in strategy between growing a large test list that does not block entire domains as third
parties and entirely blocking a few major actors.
While comparing the list sizes by measure does tell us some differences between the tools, it
does not show the intersections of each tools’ behavior. To do this, we must compare this tools
pairwise. Understanding the relative intersections of tools exposes which tools may source their
rules from one another and how independent other tools are in their behavior.
AdBlock Plus AdGuard Disconnect.me DuckDuckGo Ghostery uBlock Origin
Canonicalized Rules 50,844 51,552 2,568 1,789 4,667 65,772
Explicit eFLDs 28,529 31,427 2,117 1,736 3,658 37,912
Blocked Requests 9,580,925 12,276,925 30,840,615 20,073,773 24,019,804 25,692,118
A&A eFLDs 2,545 2,981 1,340 943 2,190 6,115
Table 4.2: Tool Block List Sizes— We compare six browser extensions’ block list sizes and
coverage in our crawl data set. Our counts are by rules after canonicalization, explicitly mentioned
eFLDs in rules, requests blocked, and the number of eFLDs with at least 10% of requests blocked.
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There are subtleties in comparing different tools under metrics that can be described other than
“blocked” or “not blocked”. For example, comparing the domains that two tools block can be done by
taking the domains mentioned explicitly in each tools’ test list, however test lists can hold exceptions
for many domains and may have more generic rules that do not explicitly mention all of the same
domains. To counter this, we can compare the domains that are blocked under at least the same
conditions as the other test list. This can be done using our probing lists described in Section 4.3.2.
Note that this comparison is asymmetric, e.g. only Tool 1 may block example.com/foo and only
Tool 2 may block example.com/bar.
In Figure 4.2a we compare tools by which domains where tools’ test lists explicitly block any
resource from a given domain and in Figure 4.2b we compare the relative coverage of those lists
using our generated probe sets from Section 4.3.3. We include EasyList and EasyPrivacy as a
baseline as it is used in prior work as a baseline.
In both figures the vertical bar corresponding to uBlock Origin’s performance on their peers’
test lists show the most consistent coverage. It has the strongest definitions when evaluated on other
tools’ probe lists, with the exception of Disconnect and DuckDuckGo’s similar definitions. uBlock
Origin shows similar behavior to AdGuard and AdBlock Plus: all three appear to be derived from
EasyList with varying degrees of difference. Notably, uBlock Origin is the only that gets stronger
when diverging from the EasyList definition, observed by comparing squares reflected over the
diagonal line that is all black.
Additionally, we observe that Disconnect and DuckDuckGo have similar list definitions, with
Disconnect’s definitions being stronger. It is not explicitly stated that one derives from the other,
however this is one simple explanation.
While these comparisons describe the broadest possible coverage of each list, we are not able
to infer how these lists compare on resources from real websites. To do this, we must utilize our
crawl data set. We perform similar comparisons with this practical data: Figure 4.2c shows how
many domains have at least one domain blocked by both tools and Figure 4.2d shows the number of
domains that are blocked in at least the same cases for a pair of tools. Both values are taken as a
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(a) Definition - Any (b) Definition - Covered (c) Measured - Any (d) Measured - Covered
Figure 4.2: Comparing Extensions Pairwise— We compare each extension to all others, and
EasyList and EasyPrivacy in four different ways. The comparisons are made over both the defini-
tion of the rules and how they behave in our crawl (Definition vs Measured) as well as if the tool
blocks the domain at all versus if the tool blocks the domain in at least the same instances as the
tool it is compared to (Any vs Covered). For example, the entirely black square in the upper right
corner of (c) means that for every eFLD we observed a request blocked by AdBlock Plus, we also
observed a request to that same eFLD blocked by EasyList and EasyPrivacy.
fraction of the number of domains blocked ever by the baseline tool.
In our crawl, the strongest tool, uBlock Origin, performs even better, as does Ghostery. Overall
our observations from the comparison of list definitions are borne out in our crawl data.
The smaller test lists by rule count perform poorly against the domains blocked by larger test
lists in these figures. We count by eFLDs, so this does not reflect total requests blocked, nor does
it reflect the privacy impact of blocking each domain. In Section 4.6, we will analyze the privacy
benefits of these tools.
4.4.2 Explicit A&A Exceptions
Some blocking extensions are straightforward in their effort to reclaim user experience and
privacy without consideration for the advertising and analytics companies. Others explicitly exempt
some requests as acceptable, despite their known analytic or tracking nature. While these exceptions
are made for a variety of reasons, we compare them directly to determine their impact. To clarify,
we do not include all rules that white-list requests; their exclusion may be because they are not
related to tracking despite being caught in another rule, to circumvent anti-ad-blocker tools, or to
allow an analytics company to perform analytics on its own domains. These are all examples of
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what is not exempt A&A behavior.
In order to understand the impacts of the acceptable advertisement lists, we repeat some of
our analysis in the previous section, removing the explicit exceptions. Only AdBlock Plus [71],
AdGuard [4], and Disconnect [48] claim to have these explicit exceptions.
We show differences in list size in measures affected by the removal of explicit exceptions.
Table 4.3 shows that only AdBlock Plus is affected significantly by their “Acceptable Advertising”
list. AdGuard showed only 30 rules that reference 10 domains removed, and none were utilized
during our crawl.
Disconnect.me showed effectively no change in its behavior with and without its exception list
removed. The default behavior of Disconnect.me’s browser extension and the content of its publicly
available block list include those sites it claims it does not block in its list. This means that when
we introduce the domains claimed to be excluded from their default list, we gain 4 new rules and
508 duplicate rules. The number of rules went up as an artifact of how we constructed the test list;
our default test list includes only those that ship with the browser extension, with no care taken to
exclude the alleged exceptions. This resulted in 3 new domains being blocked in our crawl and a
0.2% increase in blocked requests.
If AdBlock Plus were to block its “Acceptable Advertising” it would increase the requests
blocked by 20% and while only increasing the domains that have 10% of requests blocked by 1%.
These eFLDs are all blocked in over half of requests by EasyList and EasyPrivacy. Included in
these are eFLDs with more than 50,000 requests: yahoo.com, media.net, linkedin.com, and
AdBlock Plus AdGuard Disconnect.me
Canonicalized Rules -8,468 -30 +512
Explicit Domains -1,892 -10 +4
Blocked Requests +2,365,442 0 +55,248
A&A Domains +26 0 +3
Table 4.3: Tool Block List Size, Explicit Exception Impact— We show the changes to the scope
of each blocking tool when their explicit exceptions are removed. Counting is performed identically
to that of Table 4.2.
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bttrack.com.
We do not find agreement with prior work on the scope of the Acceptable Advertising list in
our more precise model. Prior work [23] included major ad networks in the domains excluded by
Acceptable Advertising, however we find that this is not the case in practice. This is due to our
more faithful representation of the block lists, in particular implementing domain restrictions; the
ad networks do show up in our Acceptable Advertising list, however the vast majority are restricted
to being whitelisted on a small number of websites. Two notable exceptions are Google AdSense3
and subresources of some advertisers used to monitor advertisement clicks4, which are permitted on
all but a few sites. Despite these broad exceptions and their potential for misuse by advertisers, ad
networks are still blocked by AdBlock Plus because of the broad restrictions on most exceptions.
This refutes a previous belief that AdBlock Plus performs poorly because of the Acceptable Ads
program.
4.4.3 EasyList Variants
Three tools we test are at least in part based upon EasyList or EasyPrivacy: uBlock Origin,
AdBlock Plus, and AdGuard. Notably, uBlock Origin is the only of the three that adds blocking
behavior to EasyList and EasyPrivacy combined. It adds separate resources for malware risks,
privacy, and resource abuse above its bulk import of EasyList and EasyPrivacy.
Both ad blockers are based upon EasyList, but do not import EasyPrivacy. However, EasyList
blocks several ad exchanges that are allowed by the ad blockers. AdBlock Plus directly imports
EasyList, then adds exception rules for some ad exchanges and websites. AdGuard, on the other
hand, imports EasyList, then applies changes to form a single modified list. Their behavior blocking
ad exchanges compared to EasyList and EasyPrivacy is shown in Table 4.4.
Some ad exchanges, like adnxs.com, show no change in behavior in ad blockers while others,
like yandex.ru, show complete whitelisting. More interesting are those that show partial reduction
of blocking. We observe through manual inspection that the vast majority of the partial reductions
3This change was not discussed in a public forum: https://hg.adblockplus.org/exceptionrules/rev/c182d9dc5600.
4This change was discussed in a public forum, but at a high level and without consideration of potential abuse:
https://adblockplus.org/forum/viewtopic.php?p=179030.
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Domain AdGuard Reduction ABP Reduction
doubleclick.net 28% 41%
googlesyndication.com 3% 37%
pubmatic.com 0% 52%
adnxs.com 0% 0%
openx.net 0% 46%
rubiconproject.com 0% 46%
2mdn.net 1% 0%
yandex.ru 100% 100%
amazon-adsystem.com 0% 21%
bidswitch.net 100% 100%
Table 4.4: Exchange Comparison on Easylist Variants— Here we show the reduction of blocking
the top ad exchanges from Easylist and Easyprivacy for the Ad Blockers. Both ad blockers show
significantly reduced blocking of most ad exchanges, even though they are based upon Easylist.
Neither ad blocker incorporates Easyprivacy. Percentages indicate the percent of requests blocked
by EasyList and EasyPrivacy that were not blocked by the tested tool (0% indicating no change and
100% indicating no blocking).
are to allow cookie matching behavior by loading empty content or tracking pixels. AdBlock Plus
allows more of these tracking pixels to proceed from a more diverse set of sources.
4.5 Blocking Completeness
Most current blocking extensions build their rule sets of what to block through manual effort. In
this section we quantify the completeness of these efforts for different blocking extensions. Naively,
we could look at all known advertisers and treat this as each extensions’ ideal, however this fails to
account for the different subsets of the A&A ecosystem each extension wishes to block. Instead, we
identify ad exchanges blocked by each extension and label the eFLDs that receive at least 10% of
their connections from these extensions as advertisers for that extension.
Prior work using inclusion graphs has identified ad exchanges using heuristics on the ratio of
indegree and outdegree and outdegree alone of nodes in the A&A inclusion graph. Ad exchanges
must have large outdegree to other advertisers to be effective. They also have approximately equal
indegree and outdegree. Too large an indegree indicates a tracker that only ingests information
without selling impressions, while too small an indegree indicates an SSP that is not purchasing
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Domain Out-degree In/Out-degree Ratio
doubleclick.net 585 1.22
adnxs.com 449 0.66
googlesyndication.com 274 1.48
rubiconproject.com 254 0.57
openx.net 200 0.55
demdex.net 193 0.70
bidswitch.net 191 0.61
pubmatic.com 191 0.75
mathtag.com 189 0.58
adform.net 170 1.01
amazon-adsystem.com 163 0.67
criteo.com 153 0.64
turn.com 142 0.52
yahoo.com 140 0.78
taboola.com 137 0.75
crwdcntrl.net 133 0.70
bluekai.com 129 0.76
lijit.com 129 0.93
krxd.net 127 0.76
contextweb.com 127 0.68
smartadserver.com 122 0.65
w55c.net 105 0.52
everesttech.net 103 0.64
1rx.io 100 0.66
tapad.com 94 0.74
3lift.com 86 0.74
gumgum.com 86 0.78
spotxchange.com 80 0.51
serving-sys.com 79 1.95
wp.com 75 1.52
2mdn.net 73 1.51
teads.tv 71 0.86
imasdk.googleapis.com 68 1.40
outbrain.com 68 0.56
sharethrough.com 66 0.68
yandex.ru 66 0.76
adition.com 62 1.05
sonobi.com 62 0.77
addthis.com 62 1.15
rfihub.com 59 0.69
sharethis.com 59 0.71
eyeota.net 58 0.55
stickyadstv.com 58 0.66
yimg.com 57 0.96
33across.com 57 1.19
media.net 56 0.89
bttrack.com 51 0.65
Table 4.5: Ad Exchanges— Ad exchanges, as determined by Section 4.5 are shown here, with the
parameters used to classify them. These parameters are the out degree and ratio of in degree to out
degree in the Inclusion graph including only nodes that are advertising and analytics domains.
ads from a large number of platforms. We look at the values of outdegree and degree ratio for
known ad exchanges and determine that an outdegree ≥ 50 and in/out degree ratio ∈ [.5,2.0] was
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representative. For EasyList and EasyPrivacy, this labeled 47 ad exchanges, enumerated in Table 4.5.
This is performed over the subgraph of our inclusion graph that only includes A&A eFLDs.
With ad exchanges labeled for each extension, we then identify the eFLDs that are advertisers.
We note that we labeled eFLDs as advertising or analytic if they were blocked more that 10% of
the time. Since connections to ad exchanges would be blocked, preventing them from including
any further domains, we look at the percent of connections each eFLD receives from ad exchanges.
Therefore, we label all eFLDs with at least 10% of their connections coming from ad exchanges as
advertisers. The results of this process are show in Table 4.6.
Note that while this quantifies coverage of the block lists, a lack of coverage does not inherently
mean that privacy is adversely affected. We found these advertisers by identifying domains that
would have been blocked by the tool in some cases by virtue of blocking ad exchanges. However,
blocking the advertisers themselves can be useful to block their direct inclusion from publishers or
otherwise unblocked members of the A&A ecosystem.
In Table 4.6 we see that the lowest coverage is observed by the smallest lists. These lists, on
manual inspection, seem to focus on the larger players in the analytics ecosystem and are focused
in their mission to provide privacy. A focused effort on the actors that share information the most
seems to be an efficient use of manual effort; in Section 4.6 we will quantify the efficacy of this
effort on privacy.
The best coverage of domains is provided by uBlock Origin. uBlock Origin curates its block list
List Known A&A eFLDs Discovered A&A eFLDs
AdBlock Plus 2,545 3,853 (151%)
AdGuard 2,981 3,893 (131%)
Disconnect.me 1,340 4,397 (328%)
DuckDuckGo 943 3,277 (347%)
Ghostery 2,190 5,397 (246%)
uBlock Origin 6,115 4,289 (70%)
Table 4.6: List Coverage Quantification— We show the results of quantifying missed A&A
subdomains over the tested extensions using our exchange in-degree metric from Section 4.5. Note
that this does not quantify privacy loss; this does not account for the blocking that prevents further
requests from being performed.
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through a large community effort. This effort shows in the size and diversity of eFLDs blocked by
its list as shown in Table 4.2.
4.6 Privacy Impacts
One aspect of the comparison of different blocking extensions in Section 4.4 is evaluating the
number of blocked requests in our web crawl. While this does provide a rough proxy for privacy
offered by the extension over the crawl, it is inaccurate for two main reasons. First, it does not
evaluate how much of the tracking information is shared with each individual domain or out-of-band
information sharing, such as that performed by ad exchanges. Second, it does not account for
the impact of blocking one request that would otherwise lead to many other requests. We use
an approximation of what impressions are learned by each advertiser to take these factors into
consideration and more accurately reflect privacy violations.
4.6.1 Exchange Sensitivity
While we believe we understand the A&A ecosystem well enough to identify the ad exchanges,
we wish to understand the impact of this classification on our privacy metrics. Our classification
depends upon the ad hoc selection of thresholds of outdegree and in/outdegree ratio, so we desire
more context of the impact this makes on privacy.
To show the effect this selection has on privacy, we sweep the number of ad exchanges we
include from 0 up to the 47 selected in Section 4.5, always adding the origin that connects to
the most distinct A&A domains. We graph the Nth percentile ad exchange’s visibility into site
impressions as we vary the number of exchanges. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.3.
The most impactful ad exchanges on the privacy of end-users are generally the largest, which
we add first in our sweep. We observe this by the majority of growth in each percentile we show
occurring over the first few exchanges we add. Beyond this point, each exchange has very little
impact on the number of impressions observed by each A&A domain. This is consistent with prior
work and intuition: those agents that share information most broadly are those most impactful to
privacy.
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Figure 4.3: Ad Exchange Count Sweep— We show the degree of sensitivity to the number of ad
exchanges on various percentiles of vist leakage. We add brokers in the order of the number of
advertisers the initate connections to in our web crawl. Each line represents some Nth percentile of
success in observing as many page visits as possible over our web crawl.
4.6.2 Tool Evaluation
With inclusion graphs for each site impression and the blocking behavior of six different tools
captured, we can compare the privacy granted through the use of each tool. We add a seventh
measurement to our six tools we analyze in previous sections: the control, in which we perform no
blocking. Further details of how we perform this analysis and both models of information sharing
are described in Section 4.3.5. The distributions of information sharing under these models are
shown in Figure 4.4.
In the Cookie Matching model there is much less impression disclosure. Any blocking performs
better than nothing, however the advertising focused services (AdGuard and AdBlock Plus) provided
very little benefit in blocking the worst case A&A domains. The remaining blocking tools performed
similarly better with Disconnect.me having the clearly best worst-case performance. In the Real-
Time Bidding model we see similar trends, but with overall more disclosure as exchanges provide
more sharing.
In the Real-Time Bidding model, we observe substantial improvements in user privacy by some
extensions, and similarly we see the least improvement in tools focused on advertisement blocking.
However, there is no uniformly best extension for user privacy: Disconnect.me again has the best
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(a) Cookie Matching (b) Real-Time Bidding
Figure 4.4: Privacy Evaluation of Blocking Extensions— We show the rate of visit disclosure
over our known advertisers using two different disclosure models. At the left we see the Cookie
Matching model and at right we see the Real-Time Bidding model.
worst case performance, but lags Ghostery and uBlock Origin in the 85th to 99th percentile of A&A
domains. Depending on threat model, concern with the most privileged A&A domain, specific
A&A domains, or average performance may be used to select the defense among extensions focused
on privacy. This figure the used to generate it are needed to answer those questions quantitatively.
Tools have similar classes of performance grouped based upon their mission and similar order
of worst case performance in both cases. It is unclear whether there is a universal best strategy
independent of threat model and user behavior. However, tools with an emphasis on privacy show
large improvements to user privacy.
Overall, several aspects of these distributions are interesting in comparison to prior work. The
rates of observation by publishers are lower, providing a more optimistic view of third-party tracking
than other studies. There are several possible explanations for this: differences in how these rates of
observation are computed, differences in the population of sites being measured, and differences in
how sites are sampled from this population. For example, we do not focus our study on sites that
have a higher incidence of tracking techniques, e.g. shopping sites. Also, as shown in Figure 4.5, ad
exchange prevalence is reduced in sites beyond the top thousand, where prior work has focused.
However, we see similar qualitative differences between the Cookie Matching model and Real-
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Figure 4.5: Exchange Connection Frequency by Rank— We demonstrate on a scatter plot with
best fit line that ad exchanges generally are five times as likely to be on a website in the top thousand
than in the rest of the top million domains. This is with the removal of the outlier doubleclick.net,
at the upper right of the plot.
Time Bidding model, described in Section 4.3.5, as the prior work that introduced them. Under
Cookie Matching, very few A&A parties have significant access to the users’ browsing patterns.
Under Real-Time Bidding, there are some number of A&A domains that observe almost no traffic,
and a wide variety of scopes of observation for the most well positioned A&A domains.
4.6.3 Acceptable Advertisement
In Section 4.4.2 we observed that only AdBlock Plus has any change in blocking behavior
when the rules explicitly allowing domains are removed. It is also the worst performing blocking
extension. We know that some privacy is lost due to the Acceptable Advertising list, and prior work
has identified it as a major source of reduced efficacy. However, we find this not to be the case
under our more accurate representation of the filter lists. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of removing
the Acceptable Advertising list from AdBlock Plus.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluating Acceptable Advertisements— We show the impact of the Acceptable
Advertising list on the privacy of AdBlock Plus in our crawl over both models of information
sharing.
Cookie Matching Real-Time Bidding
Average Worst Average Worst
Control 0.238% 36.90% 4.475% 40.88%
AdBlock Plus 0.183% 36.78% 4.063% 39.60%
AdGuard 0.162% 36.75% 3.667% 38.88%
Disconnect.me 0.015% 2.30% 0.309% 3.38%
DuckDuckGo 0.028% 13.10% 0.718% 16.38%
Ghostery 0.016% 10.70% 0.181% 11.43%
uBlock Origin 0.011% 10.65% 0.158% 11.45%
AdBlock Plus (Exceptionless) 0.166% 36.78% 3.720% 38.98%
Table 4.7: Quantified Privacy Impact— We provide here the numerical values achieved for our
privacy evaluation experiments in Section 4.6. The percent of visits disclosed averaged over all
know A&A domains and to the most priveleged A&A domain are provided for both information
sharing models we considered. This is a tool to clarify details that may be obscured by overlapping
lines or hard to visually compare, such as area under the curve. We note that overlapping lines
indicate that we did not observe a significant difference.
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We provide a quantified comparison of all analyses in this Section in Table 4.7 to assist in
reading features of line charts that may be challenging to read, such as area under the curve.
4.6.4 Improved Model
In Section 4.3.2, we noted that our model of blocking rules is more detailed than that of prior
work, and that allows us to better understand the role of acceptable advertising programs. To justify
this, we repeat our experiments from Section 4.6.3 without consideration for rule flags, to show
how results change under a simplified model like that of prior work. This is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Evaluating Acceptable Advertisements Under Simplified Model— We show the
impact of the Acceptable Advertising list on the privacy of AdBlock Plus in our crawl over both
models of information sharing when the rule flags are not considered, as in prior work. The impact
of the Acceptable Ads program is exaggerated.
The effects of the acceptable advertising program is exaggerated without the rule flags. With
flags removed, the tool performs even better without exceptions and even worse with exceptions.
Particularly notable is that when we do not consider rule flags, we reproduce, from Bashir et al.,
that AdBlock Plus performs very similarly to the control. This is due to the inclusion of many
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ad exchanges in the exception list that have ignored domain constraints. We note that in our
experiments, the difference between AdBlock Plus without rule flags and no blocking exists, but is
within the confidence interval our sample size allows.
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we have quantified several aspects of popular blocking extensions. We found
considerable differences between the extensions and a few surprising similarities. Our results lead
us to a few key lessons, caveated by the limitations of this work.
4.7.1 Findings and Lessons
Several key lessons can be drawn from our results. First, we found that extensions focused
on ad blocking (AdGuard and AdBlock Plus) provide the weakest practical protection for users.
This is despite using privacy as a marketing tactic on their websites. Second, we found that despite
building off of EasyList and EasyPrivacy to build their block lists, uBlock Origin, AdGuard, and
AdBlock Plus all behave very differently in what they block and how much protection they provide
the end user. Third, we found evidence that while AdBlock Plus has the only significant Acceptable
Advertisement program, it only accounts for a 9% increase in total impression disclosures in
the Real-Time Bidding model. Finally, we find that completeness of manual effort to enumerate
advertisers to block does not correspond to better user privacy; Disconnect.me has the worst
measured completeness and has strong privacy properties. From these findings, we can draw the
following lessons.
If users seek a blocking extension that benefits their privacy, they should focus on those whose
primary emphasis is privacy or user agency. In particular, Disconnect.me provides the best protection
against the very strongest web trackers and uBlock Origin and Ghostery provide slightly better
protection against the next thousand best web trackers. If users are comfortable configuring their
extension with custom block lists, they may not even have to make this tradeoff.
We also learn that distributed manual effort is not needed to curate an effective block list. The
roughly 500 domains identified and blocked by Disconnect.me provided some of the best coverage
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we saw. A focus on continued identification and third-party blocking of major players in the
advertising ecosystem is likely to provide the best trade-off of effort for privacy. Additionally, this
may help future performance optimization of tracker blocking tools. This is likely because of the
significant presence and interconnectedness a few players have in this ecosystem.
Finally, we learn that despite their marketing, and even with Acceptable Ads programs disabled,
ad blockers are not nearly as effective privacy enhancing technologies as their peers that focus on
user privacy and agency.
4.7.2 Limitations
Our work presents an improved understanding of the Advertising and Analytics ecosystems
over state of the art. However it is important to understand where the potential shortcomings of our
model fall so that we can both understand our results in the appropriate context and understand
avenues of future work.
For example, our implementation of blocking rule application implements more features than
other work that were critical to understanding the role of Acceptable Advertising programs [23].
However, we do not implement all documented features, let alone capture any possible undocu-
mented features of each tool. While this may reduce our accuracy, we believe our improvement and
the insight it provides is significant.
Additionally, our results driven by our crawl data are restricted to the sites we evaluate: home
pages of the Tranco top million sites. However, we add to the literature an updated million site
measurement measurement not drawn from proprietary data sources.
We do not evaluate the quality of the candidate advertisers we discover through our heuristics. It
is an open problem to automatically differentiate between “breaking” a site such that it is no longer
functional and effectively blocking A&A techniques. Current promising approaches are browser
instrumentation of what sites cause users to disable their blocking extension. We consider this
evaluation out of scope, and believe that our small candidate lists are currently useful for several
purposes: manual evaluation for current browser extensions and a test-list with low false positive
rate to reduce base-rate concerns when automatically adding them to browsers to be evaluated.
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Finally, we acknowledge that our results on user privacy are based on a model of information
sharing that is an approximation of one aspect of the A&A ecosystem. The model does not capture
all active members of the ecosystem or information channels that do not involve interaction with the
end-user machine. For example, first-parties collecting information for sale is missed in our models.
4.8 Conclusion
The insight we gain into blocking extensions from this work will help further improvement of
these blocking extensions and privacy advice surrounding them. We are able to identify similarities
between tool behavior that indicate list sharing. We use these lists to identify ad exchanges and
candidate advertisers using simple heuristics of the inclusion graph. We discover that only AdBlock
Plus has a significant explicit exception program. We find that these features are not just true of the
rules exercised by our crawl, but also of the rules defined overall.
We identify privacy impacts of browser extensions by analyzing how each extension affects
which parties receive requests from page visits in our crawl. This allows evidence driven recom-
mendations to use Disconnect.me, Ghostery, or uBlock Origin to users and support for Firefox’s
selection of the Disconnect.me list for its content blocking deployment. The differences we observe
also allow inference that organizational mission plays the largest part in determining an extension’s
efficacy against third party tracking under default configurations. Also, we confirm that list size is
not a meaningful proxy for provided privacy.
These results comprise a significant improvement in our understanding of blocking extensions
and our ability to aid in the defense of user privacy from third-party web tracking.
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CHAPTER V
Measurement of HTTPS Certificates
At the root of all secure systems is a trusted element. For the web, the trusted element that allows
security properties to be built upon is the certificate ecosystem. Certificates link domain names to
cryptographic keys, allowing a user-agent to reason about the authenticity and confidentiality of the
information being exchanged. However, certificates have been mis-issued in the past: an attacker
obtains a certificate linking a key they own with a domain that they do not. This is a problem for
everyone relying upon web security. Users may be uncertian if the certificate they receive has been
misissued, web admins do not know if the only certificates for their site are correctly issued, and
certificate authorities can not know if they were tricked into misissuing a certificate. Transparency
into the certificate ecosystem can improve the trust we place in certificates.
Our work is the first to comparatively analyze different views of the certificate ecosystem to
understand the extent of their views, and therefore utility in extending trust. We find that the
certificate transparency project from Google had made bounds forward in improving transparency,
but failed to capture significant portions of non-web TLS servers. Moreover, we find a significant
shortcoming in IPv4 scanning in assessing the diversity of web servers. We merge together
complementary data sets of certificate transparency and Censys to make it easier for web admins to
check for mis-issued cetificates. These combined data sets remain searchable for free, and are still
continuously synchronized four years after the completion of the initial project.
This chapter is adapted from a joint publication that first appeared in the Proceedings of the
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2016 Internet Measurement Conference (IMC’16) [198].
5.1 Introduction
Nearly all secure web communication takes place over HTTPS. Both the underlying TLS
protocol and the supporting certificate public key infrastructure (PKI) have been studied extensively
over the past five years, with questions ranging from understanding the behavior of certificate
authorities [58, 65] to detecting server-side vulnerabilities and tracking how quickly they are
mitigated [53, 57, 191].
Such measurements are difficult to conduct well, since there is no comprehensive set of trusted
certificates or of HTTPS websites—no ground truth for studying this ecosystem. Instead, researchers
have attempted to gain visibility into it using various fragmentary perspectives—such as scanning the
IPv4 address space [59], querying popular Alexa domains, passively monitoring network traffic [13],
and querying Certificate Transparency (CT) logs [114, 124]. Each methodology provides an
imperfect view of the world, yet there has been little work to analyze how they differ or how they
might be combined to piece together a more comprehensive picture.
Consider, for example, the different perspectives provided by CT logs and the Censys search
engine [55], two widely used sources of certificate data. CT is designed to enable auditing of
trusted certificates by recording them in publicly verifiable logs. While this may someday provide a
complete view of the certificate ecosystem, at present, publishing certificates to CT logs is voluntary
in most cases. In contrast, Censys provides a public database of certificates collected by actively
scanning the IPv4 address space and Alexa Top Million domains. Although IPv4 scanning might
seem to promise an exhaustive view of certificates in use on the public Internet, it misses several
important cases, including those served exclusively over IPv6. IP-based scanning also cannot
provide the TLS Server Name Indication (SNI) header [61], which specifies the requested domain
name and is necessary when a server hosts multiple sites from a single IP address.
In this work, we comparatively analyze the certificates seen by eight measurement perspectives:
(1) a Censys certificate snapshot, (2) an exhaustive IPv4 scan on TCP/443, (3) a scan of Alexa Top
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Perspective
Valid
Certificates
Exclusive
Certificates FQDNs Sites Description
CT Logs 15,374,936 6,830,849 29,967,065 12,202,712 Certificates in the well known CT logs
Censys Snapshot 6,448,588 609,773 14,495,436 4,817,530 Database of IPv4 and Alexa Top 1M scan results
CT Scan 6,419,584 54,225 20,967,351 9,153,162 Scan of all FQDNs in CT logs
IPv4 HTTPS Scan 3,760,360 637 8,209,465 2,926,766 HTTPS scan of all IPv4 addresses
.com, .net, .org zones 2,436,425 31,195 11,892,649 5,669,024 Root and www. names in .com, .net, and .org
Common Crawl 1,258,886 1,154 6,177,985 2,885,466 Scan of domains crawled by Common Crawl
Alexa Top 1M 288,670 0 1,907,256 917,259 HTTPS scan of Alexa Top Million domains
ICSI Notary 256,869 3,805 2,040,138 916,612 Observed in passive network traffic inspection
“Universe” 16,989,236 — 32,454,062 12,673,515 Certificates in any of the perspectives above
Table 5.1: Certificate Perspectives—We compare eight distinct perspectives on the universe of
valid certificates, spanning six measurement techniques. Certificate Transparency (CT) is the largest
perspective, including many certificates only seen in CT.
Million domains, (4) a snapshot of public CT Logs, (5) a scan of domains contained in these CT
logs, (6) a scan of domains contained in the .com, .net, and .org zone files [205], (7) a scan of
domains from the Common Crawl dataset [43], and (8) certificates passively observed by the ICSI
SSL Notary using passive network monitoring [13].
Combining these datasets, we observe nearly 17 million unique browser-trusted certificates that
were valid during our measurement interval, August 29 to September 8, 2016. Of these, 90.5%
appeared in public CT logs and 38.0% were seen by Censys. To understand this difference, we
investigate the impact of SNI by attempting connections to 30 million domains extracted from
certificates in CT logs. Only 35% of domains that accepted a connection with SNI offered the same
certificate when SNI was not used. This places an upper bound on the certificates observable by
IP-based scanning. Combining data from Censys and CT covers 99.4% of all trusted certificates
seen by any perspective we studied, and may closely approximate the public HTTPS ecosystem.
However, as the vast majority of the certificates in our data originate from these two sources, this
number is suspect. To better validate the fraction of certificates visible with these perspectives, we
consider certificates seen by scanning domains from the .com, .net, and .org zone files, and find
that the union of CT logs and Censys contains 98.5% of them.
Based on these results, we recommend that researchers performing future HTTPS measurements
use a combination of data published in CT logs and Censys-style IPv4 scanning. To facilitate this,
we are working with the operators of Censys to implement synchronization between Censys and CT
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logs. Going forward, Censys will continuously incorporate certificate data from public CT logs in
its results and publish newly discovered certificates back to Google CT logs, making either data
source a strong foundation for studying the certificate ecosystem.
5.2 Certificate Perspectives
In order to compare techniques for measuring certificates, we conducted six kinds of scans and
analyzed two existing datasets. Table 5.1 summarizes these perspectives, which we describe in
detail below.
This study is the first to comparatively analyze multiple passive and active datasets related to
TLS. With the current use of Internet Measurement to understand the scope and importance of
vulnerabilities in TLS, it is vital to understand the biases and limitations of these datasets. As
such, we use techniques common to TLS measurement generally. We additionally pursue a few
techniques that are, at time of original publication, unused in Internet Measurement of TLS.
5.2.1 Perspectives Enumerated
Certificate Transparency Logs Certificate Transparency (CT) aims to allow public auditing of
trusted certificates [124]. Anyone can submit valid certificates to CT log servers, which record
them in cryptographically verifiable public ledgers. Although there is no universal requirement
for submission, Google records all certificates seen in its web crawls to CT logs. Chrome requires
all issuers submit extended validation (EV) certificates to at least two logs [36]. Chrome recently
mandated that Symantec certificates signed after June 1, 2016, be submitted to be trusted as
well [182]. Several CAs voluntarily log all certificates they issue, notably Let’s Encrypt [130] and
StartCom [184].
We retrieved the certificates stored in twelve well-known CT logs on September 8, 2016.
These logs are operated by Google (“Pilot”, “Aviator”, “Rocketeer”, and “Submariner”), Digicert,
StartCom, Izenpe, Symantec, Venafi, WoSign, CNNIC, and Shengnan GDCA.
Censys Certificate Snapshot The Censys search engine [55] publishes daily snapshots of all the
certificates it indexes. Censys collects certificates by exhaustively scanning the IPv4 address space
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without SNI, and by connecting to all Alexa Top Million domains with SNI. Our perspective is
based on the September 8, 2016 snapshot.
Scan of FQDNs from CT We extracted the fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) from all
certificates in our CT log snapshots, covering the common name (CN) and subject alternative name
(SAN) fields. We then used ZGrab [55] to attempt an HTTPS connection to each domain, with SNI
enabled. The scan ran from the University of Michigan on August 29 and September 6 and 8, 2016.
IPv4 HTTPS Scan We used the ZMap suite [59] to scan the IPv4 address space for HTTPS
servers listening on TCP/443. The scan took place on August 29, 2016, from the University of
Michigan. For each listening host, we attempted a TLS handshake and recorded the presented
certificate chain. Since these connections were based on IP addresses rather than domain names,
they did not include the SNI header.
Authoritative Zone Files We attempted HTTPS handshakes with all domains in the authoritative
zone file [205] for .com, .net, and .org domains, for both the base domain and the www subdomain.
(Since the TLD zone files contain only the name server entries for each domain, we learn only the
base domain name.) We ran these scans using ZGrab on August 29 and September 2, 2016, from
the University of Michigan. There were 153 million unique domains in these zone files, and we
completed 42 million successful HTTPS handshakes to the base domains, and 40 million successful
HTTPS handshakes to the www subdomains. While we connected to many domains, the certificates
served were often only valid for the hosting provider’s domain name and not the scanned domain.
Common Crawl The Common Crawl project [43] aims to perform a regular, complete crawl of
public websites. We processed the January 2016 crawl and extracted 28.9 million unique domains.
We used ZGrab to attempt an HTTPS connection to every domain on September 3, 2016, from the
University of Michigan.
Alexa Top Million HTTPS Scan We used the ZMap suite to attempt connections to the Alexa
Top Million domains. The scan took place on September 3, 2016, from the University of Michigan.
For each listening host, we attempted a TLS handshake with SNI enabled and recorded the presented
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certificate chain.
ICSI SSL Notary The SSL Notary dataset consists of daily Internet traffic from approximately
180,000 users at five North American academic or research institutions [13]. We analyzed 2.2 billion
TLS connections on TCP/443 from July 29 to August 29, 2016, extracting a total of 635,314
certificates. We excluded incomplete connections as well as HPC, Grid, and Tor certificates,
resulting in 386,051 certificates, of which 256,869 were trusted by the Mozilla NSS root store.
Due to a nondisclosure agreement that limited our internal data sharing, Notary certificates are
not included in cases where we consider the union of all perspectives. This reduces the size of the
union by 0.02%.
In total across all these perspectives, we discovered 17 million unique certificates that were valid
and trusted by the Mozilla NSS root store. Since the different datasets contain somewhat different
temporal perspectives, we consider certificates to be valid only if their date ranges cover our entire
collection period, August 29 to September 8. By constraining our data in this way, we ensure that
no data source contains certificates that would be invalid in another data source due to the time
when the certificates were validated.
5.2.2 Ethics of Measurement
For our active scanning, we honored the University of Michigan’s institutional blacklist to
exclude endpoints that previously requested not to be scanned. We also followed the best practices
defined by Durumeric et al. [59]; we refer to that work for more discussion of the ethics of
active scanning. Passive data collection was cleared by the responsible parties at each contributing
institution. The ICSI SSL Notary stores connection metadata (e.g., certificate and cipher information)
without collecting any connection payload.
5.3 Impact of Perspective on HTTPS Research
A number of recent studies have used IPv4 and Alexa Top Million scanning to measure how
HTTPS is deployed in the wild [25, 53, 55, 57, 58, 65, 127, 191, 206, 218]. Our finding that IPv4
scans miss nearly two-thirds of certificates suggests that, if these studies were performed today, they
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might not accurately reflect the state of the Internet.
To provide a concrete example of the differences caused by different perspectives, we present a
survey of sites vulnerable to the FREAK attack [191] in Table 5.2. The data comes from scanning
each of: the IPv4 address space, CT log FQDNs, Alexa Top Million domains, our zone files, and
domains extracted from Common Crawl. For each set, we measure how many responsive hosts are
vulnerable.
The number of vulnerable hosts changes with each perspective we measure. The vulnerability
rates range from 1.88% of IPs vulnerable when measured by IPv4 scanning, to 4.54% of IPs
vulnerable when measured by our Common Crawl scan. This variation demonstrates the necessity
of considering the perspective used when performing measurements.
We also observe differences when comparing the most common certificate issuers seen in
each perspective, as shown in Table 5.3. We measure this by grouping certificates by their issuer
organization field and manually deduplicating similar issuer names. Different perspectives display
differing views on which CA is most popular. For example, Let’s Encrypt is the most popular CA in
CT, Common Crawl, and zone scans, but it is ranked fifth in IPv4 scans.
5.4 Two Complementary Perspectives Emerge
Our certificate “universe” consists of 16,989,236 unique, valid certificates from our eight
perspectives. These certificates contain 32,454,062 FQDNs from 12,673,515 sites (as defined by
the public suffix list [146]). The CT logs and Censys snapshot are the two largest datasets. The
CT logs contain 15,374,936 certificates (90.5% of certificates observed in this study). Censys sees
6,448,588 certificates—38% coverage of the certificates observed in this study. When combined,
these two perspectives provide 99.4% coverage of all certificates we observe and 99.7% coverage of
sites.
5.4.1 Limitations of Censys
The Censys snapshot only covers 38% of our certificate universe. Two sources are responsible
for approximately 64% of the missing certificates. As shown in Table 5.5, 90.8% of Let’s Encrypt
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IPv4 Addresses FQDNs Sites
IPv4 Scan 1.88% 4.14% 5.18%
Common Crawl 4.54% 1.42% 1.51%
Zones 3.91% 0.90% 0.96%
Alexa 2.71% 0.90% 0.96%
CT Scan 3.73% 1.12% 1.18%
Table 5.2: Rate of Vulnerability to FREAK—Vulnerability rates measured by each methodology
vary significantly.
Alexa Top 1M Common Crawl CT Scan IPv4 Scan Zone File
Comodo 30% Let’s Encrypt 24% Let’s Encrypt 41% Comodo 17% Let’s Encrypt 28%
GeoTrust 17% Comodo 21% Comodo 15% GoDaddy 16% Comodo 24%
GoDaddy 10% GeoTrust 15% GeoTrust 9% GeoTrust 15% GeoTrust 12%
Let’s Encrypt 8% GoDaddy 9% GoDaddy 7% GlobalSign 7% GoDaddy 12%
GlobalSign 7% cPanel 7% GlobalSign 5% Let’s Encrypt 7% cPanel 7%
Other (351) 29% Other (475) 25% Other (560) 23% Other (567) 62% Other (377) 18%
Table 5.3: Top Certificate Issuers—The most common issuers differ depending on the perspective
studied. Let’s Encrypt has its highest popularity in CT Logs, cPanel only appears in the top five for
zone file scanning, and IPv4 scanning yields a longer tail.
certificates are absent from Censys, accounting for 42% of the certificates missed by Censys and
23.5% of the certificate universe. Let’s Encrypt submits all issued certificates to CT, but it appears
that many of these certificates are inaccessible without SNI or are not served on public sites.
CloudFlare accounts for 17% of all certificates in this study, but Censys misses 81% of these,
resulting in an exclusion of 13.9% of the certificate universe. We manually confirmed that the vast
majority of CloudFlare certificates are only accessible through SNI. This intuitively makes sense
because most Censys certificates are found through IPv4 scans that do not include SNI information.
5.4.1.1 Server Name Indication
In order to directly measure the impact of SNI, we performed two scans over all FQDNs
contained in valid certificates in the CT logs. We scanned 30 million domain names, and were able
to complete successful HTTPS handshakes with 68% using SNI. As shown in Table 5.6, only 77%
of domains that accepted a connection made with SNI accepted connections without it, and only
35% returned the same certificate as when SNI was used. This further shows that scanning without
SNI misses a substantial fraction of websites.
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Certificates missing from CT Fraction missing Fraction of universe
All 1,614,300 (100.0%) 9.5% 9.5%
GoDaddy 314,966 (19.5%) 29.6% 2.0%
cPanel 120,907 (7.5%) 28.4% 0.7%
Thawte 56,078 (3.5%) 18.0% 0.3%
Starfield 38,220 (2.4%) 34.5% 0.2%
Other 1,084,129 (67.2%) 7.2% 6.4%
mail 188,109 (11.6%) 20.8% 0.7%
* 142,303 (8.8%) 16.0% 0.8%
vpn 32,377 (2.0%) 50.8% 0.2%
www 147,588 (9.1%) 4.3% 0.9%
Other 1,131,862 (70.1%) 9.3% 6.7%
Table 5.4: Certificates Missing from CT—Some issuers, such as GoDaddy, have their certificates
appear in CT at a lower rate than the general population, and the same is true of mail., *., and
vpn. subdomain certificates.
Certificates missing from Censys Fraction missing Fraction of universe
All 10,540,648 (100.0%) 62.0% 62.0%
Let’s Encrypt 4,401,674 (41.8%) 90.8% 23.5%
CloudFlare 2,381,940 (22.6%) 81.3% 13.9%
Other 3,757,050 (35.6%) 40.7% 22.1%
Table 5.5: Certificates Missing from Censys—Let’s Encrypt reports all certificates to CT, even
those never served. Cloudflare certificates are only served with SNI.
FQDNs from CT
With SNI Accepted connection 20,305,155 (100%)
Without SNI Accepted connection 15,598,532 (77%)
Same certificate as SNI 7,021,206 (35%)
Different certificate 8,577,326 (42%)
Table 5.6: SNI Behavior—77% of active domains extracted from CT logs accepted connections
without SNI, but only 35% served the same certificate as when contacted with SNI.
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# seen in Alexa Top 1M . . . in both CT and IPv4 scans . . . in CT scan only . . . in IPv4 scan only . . . in neither
Certificates 288,220 203,842 (70.7%) 76,085 (26.4%) 7,236 (2.51%) 1,057 (0.37%)
FQDNs 1,906,302 663,129 (34.8%) 1,229,484 (64.5%) 11,769 (0.62%) 1,920 (0.10%)
Sites 916,789 327,894 (35.8%) 583,474 (63.6%) 4,663 (0.51%) 758 (0.08%)
Table 5.7: Coverage of Alexa Results from CT Scans and IPv4 Scans—IPv4 scanning misses
26% of certificates, 65% of FQDNs, and 64% of sites found in our Alexa scans, but combining IPv4
and CT scans yields >99% coverage for each category.
# seen in any perspective . . . in both CT logs and Censys . . . in CT logs only . . . in Censys only . . . in neither
Certificates 16,989,236 4,927,174 (29.0%) 10,447,762 (61.5%) 1,521,414 (8.96%) 92,886 (0.55%)
FQDNs 32,454,061 12,156,237 (37.5%) 17,817,430 (54.9%) 2,379,463 (7.33%) 100,931 (0.31%)
Sites 12,673,514 4,412,464 (34.8%) 7,794,002 (61.5%) 426,168 (3.36%) 40,880 (0.32%)
Table 5.8: Coverage of Universe in CT Logs and Censys—Combining the results from CT logs
and Censys covers more than 99% of the certificates, FQDNs, and sites that can be found using any
of our perspectives.
# seen in our zone scan . . . in both CT logs and Censys . . . in CT logs only . . . in Censys only . . . in neither
Certificates 2,431,246 1,283,379 (52.8%) 1,073,965 (44.2%) 37,825 (1.56%) 36,077 (1.48%)
FQDNs 11,881,085 5,231,678 (44.0%) 6,495,535 (54.7%) 65,664 (0.55%) 88,208 (0.74%)
Sites 5,663,431 2,544,950 (44.9%) 3,054,848 (53.9%) 26,409 (0.47%) 37,224 (0.66%)
Table 5.9: Coverage of Zone Results from CT and Censys—CT logs and Censys together cover
>98% of our zone scan results.
In order to understand if this discrepancy applies to commonly visited sites, we can limit the
scope of our comparison to certificates discovered through Alexa Top Million scanning, as shown
in Table 5.7. Even for these popular sites, IP-based scanning misses 27% of certificates and 65% of
sites, due to a lack of SNI—a massive difference compared to the 0.7% that Durumeric et al. found
in 2013 [58]. Notably, scans of CT and IPv4 combined provide 98.5% of the certificates presented
in our Alexa Top Million scan.
5.4.2 Limitations of Certificate Transparency
While Certificate Transparency is large, and eventual requirement by major browsers seem to
make it an authoritative source for certificates on the Internet, this is not the case. We find that
there are significant short-comings in its coverage. In particular, we find that non-web use of TLS
is missing in significant quantity and that some certificate authorities are slow to adopt Certificate
Transparency.
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5.4.2.1 Web Focused
We also find that CT is skewed towards web content and away from other TLS-based services,
such as webmail, that might not be linked to by websites Google crawls. For example, we find
that CT misses 20.8% of certificates with the subdomain mail and 50.8% of certificates with a
subdomain containing vpn. In contrast, CT only misses 4.3% of certificates with the subdomain
www.
5.4.2.2 CA Bias Participation
While CT is by far the largest perspective, it still misses 9.5% of the certificate universe,
including 29.6% of GoDaddy certificates and 28.4% of cPanel certificates, as shown in Table 5.4.
None of the CAs in the table submit domain validated (DV) certificates to public logs. In contrast,
CT captures 99.3% of CloudFlare certificates and 100% of Let’s Encrypt certificates.
5.5 Passive Traffic Monitoring
Passive measurement has many properties that make it different than the other methods used in
this chapter. It is the most realistic representation of the Internet’s certificates as percieved by users
because it is driven by users. However, this view is also less complete than other active methods.
This is because all certificates we observe must be requested by a user in our study sample during
our measurement period.
5.5.1 Limitations of Scope
The ICSI Notary is the largest passive measurement infrastructure in use for collecting TLS
behavior in open publications. It analyzed the traffic of 180,000 users at the time of our study, and
over our one month of measurement (longer than any active method) it observed 2.2 billion TLS
connections. In spite of this the ICSI Notary was the smallest dataset of certificates collected. A full
month of collection was required to very nearly achieve a single Alexa-based scan, although it did
produce 3,805 unique certificates. This indicates significant limitations of passive measurement
with respect to providing a view into a significant fraction of the Internet and limitations of active
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measurement in providing insight into user experience online.
5.5.2 User-driven
The ICSI Notary perspective is derived from passive monitoring of network traffic. It only
includes certificates actually seen on the wire, and therefore differs significantly from our other
perspectives.
In contrast to our active scans, passive monitoring contains certificates from IPv6 connections.
We encountered 822,338 server IP addresses in our Notary dataset. Of these, 8.2% (67,725) were
IPv6 addresses, comprising 13% of the observed connections. There were 4,512 certificates that
were only encountered on IPv6 addresses, but only 218 of them were not observed in any other
perspective. This suggests that IPv6 does not impact conclusions drawn from scanning significantly,
but as our passive dataset is relatively restricted, further measurement is necessary to verify this
claim. Underscoring the importance of SNI discussed in Section 5.4.1.1, only 9.7% of connections
in the Notary dataset did not use SNI. In total, we saw 3,246,725 unique SNI values.
The Notary saw only 3,805 certificates that were not observed by any other perspective. We
believe these are due to certificate changes during the longer passive measurement interval. This
is supported by the fact that only 34% of the certificates were encountered at all during the last
week of the measurement interval. Furthermore, 75% were issued by CloudFlare, which rotates
certificates quickly.
There were 68,700 certificates seen by our passive measurement that were not present in Censys.
They have a similar composition to the certificates in CT logs that Censys missed. 39% are issued
by Let’s Encrypt, which requires sites to frequently re-issue certificates. 20% are attributable to
Wordpress-hosted blogs and 13% to CloudFlare, services that heavily depend on SNI and would
therefore not be seen by IPv4 scans.
5.6 Merger of Certificate Transparency and Censys
As Table 5.8 shows, combining data from CT logs and Censys yields 99.4% coverage of all
certificates observed by any of our perspectives and 99.7% of all FQDNs and all sites. However,
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since these perspectives are also our two largest data sources, this statistic may be artificially inflated.
Fortunately, scanning all domains in the .com, .net, and .org zone file provides us with ground
truth for all sites being served on the root and www subdomain in those zones. We can use this to
understand what coverage each perspective gives in these zones. While the zones do not contain all
subdomains or even all domain names on the Internet, they are a large subset: 153 million unique
domains. We compare Censys data and CT logs over the certificates obtained from the zone scans
in Table 5.9.
Of these certificates, we find 98.5% are obtained through either Censys or CT logs. Since this is
smaller than the corresponding percentage for all certificates we observe, there are likely certificates
being hosted in other zones and in other subdomains not observed by any method we use. Therefore,
the coverage of IPv4 scans and CT logs on the entire population of certificates on the Internet is
overestimated by Table 5.8.
Conversely, the coverage of Censys scanning on the zone dataset is increased to 54%, from 38%
over all certificates observed. This is potentially due to certificates in CT logs that are not actively
hosted on the Internet (e.g., intranet sites). As a result, the Censys coverage of the entire population
of certificates on the Internet is underestimated by Table 5.8.
5.6.1 Benefits to System Administrators
This merger makes it easier for system administrators to keep up to date with the full set of
certificates issued for their domains. If the administrator were previously monitoring Certificate
Transparency logs, they are now also monitoring those accessed via IPv4 scanning without any
change in method. Similarly, if system administrators can now track certificates from both of our
largest datasets through free search tools, such as those provided by Censys and crt.sh. This
allows end users to more reasonably trust that a valid certificate they receive is not misissued.
5.6.2 Load-testing Certificate Transparency
During our initial upload of Censys certificates to Google’s certificate transparency logs, we
proceeded with a single core uploading certificates as fast as the log servers would accept them.
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This, incidentally, was near the limit of certificates per day that the production log servers were able
to handle while maintaining service guarantees of maximum merge delay (MMD). This led to the
discovery that the production CT logs were not behind a rate limiting HTTP proxy, nor did they
perform any rate limiting of their own.
As a result, our initial upload caused the Aviator log to exceed its MMD. This violation of the
Certificate Transparancy service guarantee left it untrusted by browsers, and it therefore ceased
operation.
This accidental discovery caused Google to ensure the remaining Certificate Transparency logs
were placed behind rate limiting proxies with rates set low enough that the MMD can be met.
Additionally, more logs have been spun up. As a result, the Certificate Transparency ecosystem is
more robust as a result of our modest load test.
5.7 Related Work
This work was inspired by a large body of research focusing on the HTTPS ecosystem and
supporting PKI [25, 53, 55, 57, 58, 65, 191, 206, 218]. These works have run the gamut of HTTPS
measurement, ranging from the certificate authority ecosystem [58, 65] to cryptographic keys
generated without entropy [94], and how operators react to vulnerabilities [57].
In 2010, the EFF launched the SSL Observatory [65], in which they performed a scan of the
IPv4 address space over a three month period in order to identify trusted certificate authorities. Later,
in 2011, Vratonjic et al. [206] crawled the Alexa Top Million finding that only 5.7% of websites
correctly deploy HTTPS. The same year, Holz et al. [100] carried out a similar study, combining
active measurements of the Top Million from from several vantage points, with data from passive
measurement at a large research institution. They briefly compared the differences of their vantage
points, concentrating on differences caused by scan origins.
In 2013, Durumeric et al. [58] analyzed the state of the HTTPS PKI by repeatedly scanning
the IPv4 address space. They briefly considered how much of the Alexa Top Million was only
accessible using SNI, finding that, at that time, SNI was not widely required. Other studies use
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data based on websites on the Top Million [104], and scans of the IPv4 ecosystem [57, 89, 94].
Studies have also been based on combinations of Alexa sites, random domains, known phishing
domains data from passive network monitoring [8, 12, 57, 144, 196] Most recently, studies have also
investigated TLS deployment outside of HTTPS [56, 99].
Our work does not focus on the questions asked by these individual studies, but instead focuses
on how these types of studies should be measuring the HTTPS ecosystem. We hope that by better
validating different methodologies for studying the HTTPS PKI, we can help future papers obtain
more accurate measurements.
5.8 Conclusion
Over the past five years, dozens of studies have measured the HTTPS ecosystem and supporting
PKI. Unfortunately, without a clear ground truth, these studies pieced together a view built on a
series of fractured and imperfect methodologies. In this work, we investigated these methodologies,
finding that IPv4 enumeration no longer provides a representative view of how TLS servers are
configured, due to SNI deployment. IPv4 scans miss more than two-thirds of valid certificates
and associated measurements can differ dramatically from site-based approaches. Certificate
Transparency provides a new perspective, which finds 90.5% of certificates observed in this study,
but is skewed towards a few authorities that submit the certificates they issue. We find that a more
comprehensive yet readily accessible methodology is to use a combination of CT and Censys data,
which together account for 99.4% of our observed certificates. To this end, we are working with the
Censys team to implement continuous certificate synchronization between Censys and Google’s
CT logs, which will soon make either data source a nearly comprehensive view of trusted HTTPS
certificates.
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion and Future Work
This dissertation has explored three separate software systems with security properties on the
Internet: online censorship, web tracking, and TLS PKI. We analyzed each of these with Internet
measurement to give the end users transparency into censorship, privacy from trackers, and trust
in PKI. This has led to a more equitable Internet in several ways. Half of a million users have
Refraction Networking clients in their hands as a way to circumvent censorship. Browser policies
that affect Kazakhstanis’ access to the Internet were shaped by application-layer remote censorship
measurement by the Censored Planet project. Recommendations of which browser extension to use
to defend user privacy can now be shaped by direct evidence. Each of these are examples of how
transparency, trust, and privacy can be enhanced with Internet Measurement.
Internet measurement provides insights that are not otherwise attainable, and in this dissertation
I attribute this to four capabilities of Internet measurement. First, Internet measurement enables
discovery of hosts of a particular character for use, such as echo servers or filtering potential decoys.
Second, it enables insight into the topology of the network infrastructure, as used in identifying
initial potential decoys. Third, it enables measurement of populations and their behaviors on the
Internet, such as websites and their use of third party resources. Finally, it enables identification
or measurement of emergent properties, such as privacy impacts due to the common third parties
online and biases introduced to TLS measurement through the SNI extension.
Throughout this dissertation, we have applied these four capabilities to a limited scope of
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problems users face. However, there are far more problems users face online than we address
here; challenges to an equitable Internet are not limited to those in this dissertation, and seem to be
creeping in scope. In the remainder of this thesis, I will identify some ways I see potential in the
application of these properties of Internet measurement to improving the Internet for end users.
One direction of future research is study of the quality of Internet access. Prior work [141] has
demonstrated that from a global, site-level perspective, the Internet is not equally accessible. This
leads to many questions that confront more subtle aspects of this phenomenon. Can we observe
different websites blocking beyond just the homepage, such as not permitting checkout when a
billing address is in a sanctioned country? Can we observe blocking based on geographic location
between different parts of a single country? Moreover, this work elides the question of quality
of Internet connection. In particular, within a single country what are the differences between
under-served and adequately served regions in Internet quality and how does this affect quality
of service for essential service page loads? If Internet quality is quantified in terms of up-time,
latency, and bandwidth, these are population properties that Internet measurement could be applied
to measure.
Another direction of future research is to more accurately model users in the study of online
tracking. And improvement we made over prior work was to weight websites in a Zipfian manner to
approximate site visit frequency. However, this leaves many aspects of user experience omitted. Can
we integrate work that reasonably automates page traversal in a way that resembles user behavior
to a browser instrumented for tracking detection? Does this impact how trackers treat a user?
Additionally, our study occurred from a subnet known to perform scanning and does not typically
have users. Does tracking behavior become more representative of user experience when performed
in typical user network locations? Moreover, does your network location create a baseline belief in
the advertiser models about your interests or value in advertising?
The final question of each of the last two proposed research directions can be applied together
to gain deep insight into discrimination via the Internet. Consider a case study in the United
States where access to the Internet is not a given and targeted advertisements have been found
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to be discriminatory. These questions, answered quantitatively at a national level, could provide
significant insight into emergent properties and help measure our progress in correcting them.
An additional direction of future research in privacy is to focus on the network level. Prior work
in enhancing Tor circuit selection algorithms [63, 173] has used topology to quantify effectiveness
of privacy protections. Understanding a comprehensive baseline using a more accurate user model,
topology information, DNS leaks in recursive resolution, and centralized web hosting may be useful
in the development of weaker, but more usable privacy enhancing technologies. At very least these
would help users understand the degree of exposure they experience on the Internet today.
In our work on Refraction Networking, we identified that a major impediment to dial speed
was the frequency of stations not being on path between a given client and decoy. An avenue of
improvement for Refraction Networking performance is therefore performing router-level prediction
of routes to reduce the dial failure frequency. This is a challenge, not only in accurately predicting
route choice at a fine-grained level, but also in performing this for each client without obtaining
the client IP address. Two potential solutions for the latter problem are immediately apparent, with
trade-offs: developing a client IP address indexed prefix tree of decoys and shipping some data
about routing to each client to allow them to make the decision. The trade-off here is a question of
how little data we can send to the client (reducing overhead), how accurate we can be (improving
performance), and how much computation we force the client to do (improving performance). This
is to say nothing of the challenges in developing fine-grained route prediction when doing so at the
AS level is still being improved [185].
A direction of future research in Internet measurement that is not closely related to any chapter of
this dissertation is the study of channels of radicalization. There is some prior work in understanding
how information travels through fringe web communities [136,216], state sponsored behavior [217],
and the direction of users within fringe communities on YouTube [172]. However this area has
many open questions. Some may be answered in part with Internet measurement, such as host
discovery and web crawls. How do platforms less centralized than YouTube direct users between
communities? Mastodon has been studied from a structural level [169], but the content therein and
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how users move within communities has not seen similar focus.
Additionally, there are some directions of future research that may not require Internet measure-
ment, but work in this dissertation points to.
The first is improvement in scalability of Refraction Networking. Conjure [80] already takes
significant steps toward doing this, removing the hung open connection to the decoy, reducing the
burden of hosting a refraction station. Future work could deploy Conjure for practical use or identify
improvements that enable it for deployment at a Tier-1 ISP. A Tier-1 ISP deployment would cement
the utility of Refraction Networking, due to the high number of decoys available. Additionally,
future work making Conjure resistant to traffic analysis, to the standard of Slitheen [26], would be
compelling; Refraction Networking fits in as a strong back-up circumvention technique.
The second is focused study of ad exchange behavior. In particular, precisely what information
they leak to bidders, what techniques they use to fingerprint users, and how they handle opt-out
behaviors. We now know that a few dozen ad exchanges are responsible for the bulk of out-of-band
information sharing in the web tracking ecosystem. This is a small enough number that they can
be analyzed manually, and better understand the major impact they have and how to better defend
against them. Additionally, constant monitoring of the important findings can be put in place with
measurement techniques that prevent unknowns from growing underneath our knowledge.
This dissertation has been guided by improvements to users’ transparency, trust, and privacy,
particularly with Internet measurement. While Internet measurement is a powerful tool to understand
systems, it is not a panacea. In particular, work of technical discovery must be matched by work to
deploy and teach the lessons learned in order to improve privacy and transparency. Thus, future
work should consider how users are brought into the loop in its developments and lessons. We
should take deliberate steps to ensure that people are benefiting from what we do.
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